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DR. ROBERT MAXWELL AND HIS CONTRffiUTIONS
TO FOREST HISTORY
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by James E. Fickle
Some historians leave their mark as teachers, others as researchers and
writers, and some contribute by locating, prcserving~ identifying~ and cata-
loging the basic raw materials, the documents and records. which others
will use to construct written histories. The best of our profession are active
and effective in all three areas, and Bob Maxwell was among that fortunate
and gifted breed. As a teacher he inspired students and colleagues to devel-
op an interest in the natural history of this region and nation. He developed
ties and friendships with the forest products-industry leaders of East Texas.
This resulted in the deposit of collections in the library of Stephen F. Aus-
tin State University which make it a mecca for students interested in the
history of the Southern forest-products industry. Finally, Bob Maxwell's
pioneering books and articles helped to establish the standards of scholar-
ship for what is now a growing area of historical specialization.
It is interesting to examine Bob's career against the backdrop of
developments in the historical profession. After earning a Ph.D. at the
University of Wisconsin in 1949, Bob returned to his native state and
taught at the University of Kentucky until 1952, when he joined the faculty
at Stephen F. Austin. At that time the shelves devoted to the history of
Southern lumbering were relatively hare. This is remarkable, considering
the fact that over a long period of time the lumber industry employed more
people, generated more income, and had a greater impact on the physical
nature of the region than any thing else that happened. Neither tobacco, nor
sugar, nor cotton, nor even petroleum~ was truly king in the South-it was
lumbering and later pulp and paper manufacturing that occupied the central
role during much of this area's history.
Until the discovery of oil at Spindletop in 1901, lumber manufactur-
ing was Texas' most important industry in terms of income and employ-
ment, and it remained second from that time until J930. During the
"bonanza" period from the 18805 to the late 1920s, Texas was among the
leading lumber producers in the nation, with most of the output coming
from large mills owned and operated by fewer than fifty lumbennen. More
than 600 mills operated in the Lone Star state in the course of that fifty-
year span.
What was happening in Texas was part of the story of the South gen-
erally and of the lumber industry nationally. In the nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries, lumbering was a migratory industry. Because of cultur-
al, political, and economic considerations, the typicallumbennan followed
James L. Fickle is a professor of histoT}' at Memphi~' State University. An earlier version of thi.~
paper was presented co the East Texas Historical Association on September 13, 199J,
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a "cut out and get out" philosophy. The industry moved from the
Northeastern woods into the Great Lakes states and then jumped to the
South and the West in its endless search for raw materials to feed its mills.
Between 1880 and 1920 Southern lumber production rose from 1.6 to
15.4 billion board feet annually, with the peak year coming in 1912. By
1919 the South was producing thirty-seven percent of all of the lumber in
the United States, and in the early decades of the twentieth century Dixie
produced nearly as much timber as all other regions of the United States
combined. The industry's march across the Southern landscape had
reduced the original wooded area by almost forty percent by that time,
from nearly 300 million to 178 million acres, of which only thirty-nine mil-
lion were virgin forest. By 1920 there were about ninety million acres of
cutover land in the piney woods regions, and many of the big operators
were on their way to the Pacific Northwest to repeat the process. I
Even as Southern lumbering seemed to be dying, there were pioneers
who were working to bring it back and to create a permanent industry on
its crumbling foundations. They included men such as Henry Hardtner of
Louisiana's Urania Lumber Company, who was demonstrating in the north
central hiJls of his state that if protected from fire and hogs and allowed to
reseed naturally the southern pines would come back faster than most peo-
ple thought possible. There were also the early government and industrial
foresters-Austin Cary, Carl Alwyn Schenck, Inman F. Eldredge, Elwood L.
Demmon, Walter J. Damtoft, Joseph E. McCaffrey, Charles Connaughton,
Philip C. Wakeley, and others who were trying to teach the lumbennen that
"cut out and get out" was not the only way, that trees could be grown as a
crop profitably. There was W. Goodrich Jones who pushed for conservation
in Texas. And there was Charles Holmes Herty, whose research provided
the scientific and technological foundation for the rise of the modem pulp
and paper industry in the South.
These pioneers created the vision of a permanent Southern forest
products industry, and historian Thomas D. Clark describes the result:
Pulp. paper, and plywood mills rushed iDlO the region. bringing with
them pragmatic managers preaching reforestation and managed timber
production. They not only preached but substantiated their messages by
purchasing millions of acres of submarginal cotton and scrub forest
lands and setting them to growing the South's third, fourth, and maybe,
fifth forests. They established nurseries, isolated superior mother trees,
introduced generations of improved seedlings, and their scientists even
tinkered with the genetics of hardwoods ...To date there has been no end
of the movement of wood-using industries inlo lhe South. They come to
thc woods, the sun and water, the labor pool, and to short-haul trans-
portation facilities. All of this has brought significant social and eco-
nomic changes to the region, so deep in places as to create entirely new
human relations to the land itself.'
This was the story that Bob Maxwell did so much to document and
tell. and at the time he arrived at Stephen F. Austin it was still a tale largely
..
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neglected. That neglect was the product of both the nature of the industry
and the myopia of historians. The antebellum industry was ignored because
of the pre-occupation of scholars with the plantation economy. and the rel-
ative scarcity of source materials resulting from a lack of historical con-
sciousness, and sometimes even reasonable literacy, on the part of many
industry pioneers. Comprehensive company records were rare in the early
days, and lumber mills were notoriously vulnerable to fires which
destroyed many of the records that did exist. When he wrote Andrew
Brown & Cypress Lumbering in the Old Southwest in 1967, John Hebron
Moore reported that "There is no history of lumbering in the Southern
region.... "1 The post-bellum industry was only slightly better represented.
Said Nollie Hickman in his 1962 bibliographical essay for Mississippi
Harvest; Lumbering in the Longleaf Pine Belt, 1840-1915, "Very few
books have been published on the history of the forest industries in the
longleaf pine belt of Mississippi:~4This was true for other areas of the
South as well, including the piney woods of East Texas. The bibliography
of Ruth A. Allen's East Texas Lumber Workers, which appeared in 1961,
included no published secondary works on the history of the Texas lumber
industry, although it did cite Hamilton Pratt Easton's University of Texas
dissertation on the history of the industry (1947) and Charles R. McCord's
University of Texas master's thesis on the Brotherhood of Timber Workers
(1958).5
Libraries and archives in the South had shown little interest in acquir-
ing the records and paper~ of lumbermen and their companies. As Hickman
said in his "Preface":
Although lumbering played a role of major significance in the economic
history of the South frorn the beginning of settlement to the
prescnt...University libraries and state archives only lately have begun to
gather the documents from which a history of the southern forest prod-
ucts industries could be written. Most of the extant records of lumber or
naval stores companies remained in the possession of business firms or
heirs of the owners of enterpri ses no longer in operation and were there-
fore not readily available to scholars.6
While the situation in Texas and the South was not totally unlike that
in the forested regions of other sections, the fact was that in the North an
interest in the history of the lumber industry was developing. This resulted
partially from the growing historical consciousness of some industry lead-
ers, among whom the Weyerhaeusers were undoubtedly the most impor-
tant. By the 1940s that enormously influential family was in its third gener-
ation of leadership, and the grandsons of the elder Frederick Weyerhaeuser
were becoming interested in preserving the record of their ancestor and his
company. Scholars in areas where the industry was important were also
awakening to the significance of its history, thus the involvement of people
like historian Theodore C. Blegen. Dean of the Graduate School at the
University of Minnesota, located near the then St. Paul base of the
Weyerhaeuser empire. Also business history was becoming fashionable.
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Harvard had established the Business History Group, and among the pro-
ject histories undertaken by the noted historian Allan Nevins of Columbia
University was his Timber and Men (1961) study of the Weyerhaeuser
story, co-authored with Ralph W. Hidy and Frank Ernest Hill.~
Theodore C. Blegen was instrumental in persuading the Weyer-
haeuser family to contribute the first money for the establishment of The
Forest History Foundation (Society) in S1. Paul in 1946. 8 Bob Maxwell
became a stalwart of this group, eventually serving as a member of its
board of directors. The Foundation's Forest History Newsletter, predeces-
sor to the Journal of Fore.\·t History, first appeared in the Spring of 1957.
However, it was not until 1966 that the Forest History Society, Yale
University, and the Business History Group of Harvard University spon-
sored the first national colloquium on the history of the forest products
industries at Harvard. So, as you can see, forest history. conservation his-
tory, or environmental history, whatever you want to call it, is a relatively
young area of specialization in the field of history.
One of the Forest History Society's missions was and is to assist
scholars and depositories in the discovery and acquisition of manuscripts
and other materials documenting the history of the forest-products industry.
It is significant that in 1957 Mr. E.L. Kurth. president of the Angelina
County Lumber Company, joined the FHF board of directors. His interest
in the history of the industry was reflected in the first issue of the Forest
History Ne"'.\'ietter, which noted that "Dr. Robert S. Maxwell of Stephen F.
Austin State College, Nacogdoches, Texas, reports progress on the proces-
sing of the Kurth Industries records which have been deposited there. This
collection, comprising probably one of the most complete sets of records in
any Southern repository, will be of inestimable value to forest history
scholars when it is ready for use."~
The Kurth Papers became the heart of the forest history collection at
Stephen F. Austin State University and helped to establish its reputation as
a major source for information on the Southern lumber industry. If he had
done nothing else, Bob Maxwell's role in acquiring and processing this
collection would establish him as a major figure in promoting the history
of the Texas and Southern forest-products industries. The Angelina County
Lumber Company (or Kurth) Papers, were eventually joined by the Foster
Lumber Company Papers, the Frost-Johnson Lumber Company Papers, the
W, Goodrich Jones Papers, the Kirby Lumber Corporation Papers, the
Lutcher and Moore Lumber Company Papers, the Temple lndustries
Papers, and other collections to constitute one of the most significant con-
centrations of forest-products industry records in any United States deposi-
tal)'. However, Professor Maxwell was not only collecting these materials.
he was beginning to make them available to a wider audience through his
own research and writing.
While Bob had an estimable reputation as a student of the Progressive
...
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Era, the field of forest and conservation history is. my focus, and his first
published effort in thi~ area was Thistle In The Piney Woods: Paul
Bremond And The Houston, East And West Texas Railway, issued by the
Texas Gulf Coast Historical Association in 1963. Among the primary
sources Maxwell consulted were the Kurth Papers, as well as other manu-
script sources at Stephen F. Austin. Maxwell wrote that this was "the swry
of a railroad and the dreams and schemes of the man who built it," but, as
he emphasized, it was this and other railroads that opened up the East
Texas lumber industry.lo The history of the railroad and of the lumber
industry were inseparable, and as Maxwell concluded, "The building of the
HE&WT and its connecting lines to a large extent made possible the com-
mercial lumber industry in East Texas and along the route of 'Bremond's
Road' were to be found the plants of most of the big names in Texas lum-
ber. The Carters, Temples, Kurths, Knoxes, Haywards, Frosts, Thompsons,
Ragleys and Saners and Pickerings all built their mills near its right-of-way
and shipped their lumber on its cars. They supplied the principal traffic; the
HE&WT supplied the transportation."ll During 1963 Maxwell also pre-
sented a paper at the Southern Historical Association on the lumbermen of
the East Texas frontier.
The following year Bob Maxwell continued his study of the East
Texas piney woods in an article "The Pines of Texas: A Study in
Lumbering and Public Policy, 1880-1930," published in the East Texas
Historical Journal. 12 Industry giants such as John Henry Kirby began to
stride across Maxwell's pages, and the author examined their influence
upon politics and in turn the growing grassroots reaction against the lumber
barons and the demand for public regulation of their practices. This re-
sulted in state legislation to protect the workers' interests, but not in any
major improvement of their condition. After the tum of the century with
many companies anticipating cutting out in East Texas, the reformers'
attention shifted toward conservation. An important symbol and step in that
direction was the state legislature's establishment of the Texas Forest
Service in 1915, largely because of the efforts of W. Goodrich Jones, who
was to become one of Maxwell's favorite subjects. By the 19308 the Texas
national forests were established, utilizing cutover lands from a number of
companies, and the United States Forest Service was demonstrating how
these lands could be regenerated. In turn, these efforts inspired a new
approach by forest products companies which began to employ and need
the professional advice of industrial foresters. Again. as he prepared this
article, Maxwell was unable to draw much from the few publications about
Texas and the Southern lumber industry. Once more he relied heavily upon
the holdings at Stephen F. Austin, including the Kurth Papers, the oral his-
tory collections, and the Forest Lumber Company Papers.
In 1965 Maxwen presented hi s research to a larger audience for the
fIrst time in an article entitled "'Lumbennen of the East Texas Frontier" in
Forest History. D He began by informing his readers that "Contrary to the
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popular stereotype, Texas does not entirely consist of wide open spaces,
cowboys and longhorn cattle. The landscape is not wholely devoted to the
silhouettes of oil derricks on the treeless plains, ten gallon hats and bawling
dogies. "14 Through short vignettes Maxwell introduced such East Texas
giants as Henry 1. Lutcher, G. Bedell Moore, William H. Stark, the ever-
present John Henry Kirby, and David and William T. Joyce. Maxwell also
suggested that "In a longer study it would be profitable to look at the per-
sonalities and activities of such lumbermen as R.A. Long, J.H. Kunh, E.A.
Frost, Thomas Lewis Latane Temple. John Martin Thompson, W.T. Carter,
and Mrs. Lillian Knox." "All," said Maxwell, "were interesting individ-
uals.''!.; Again, Maxwell relied on the few published works, theses and dis-
sertations, personal interviews, and the collections at Stephen F. Austin for
most of his sources.
Maxwell looked anew at some of these lumbermen in an article in
1971, "Researching Forest History In The Gulf Southwest: The Unity Of
The Sabine Valley." published in Louisiana Studies. [0 In addressing his
obvious theme, Maxwell described the careers and companies of men who
operated along the Louisiana-Texas border or in both states. He concen-
trated upon Lutcher and Moore, which was based in Orange. Texas, but
logged both sides of the river, and the Frost-Johnson Lumber Company,
with headquarters in Shreveport and lands and mills in Arkansas.
Louisiana, and Texas.
By now Maxwell's focus was shifting from an emphasis on the early
years and the labor aspects of the Texas and Gulf Coast forest products
industry toward conservation, although it should be noted that "conserva-
tion" in the terminology of the forest products industry or an industrial
forester is often a quite different concept from that of an environmental
activist. Pursuing this subject, in 1970 the School of Forestry at Stephen F.
Austin State University published Maxwell's A Short History of Forest
Conservation in Texas, co-authored with James W. Martin. This was in
considerable part the story of W. Goodrich Jones, which Maxwell contin-
ued to develop in articles during the early 1970s.17
Tn 1973 Maxwell emphasized Jones' role in an article, 'The Impact of
Forestry on the Gulf South," published in Forest HistDry. \R He described
the southern migration of the lumber industry, and again the familiar fig-
ures-the Kirbys, Lutchers. Frosts, Kurths, Temples, and others such as
Edward Hines, Herman Dierks, Edward Crossett, and the Gardiners-
marched across his pages. He emphasized their belief that the southern
pines were inexhaustible, illustrating his point with a speech by Henry 1.
Lutcher at a United States Senate hearing in Washington:
...Professor R.L. Sargent's forestry report for the year 1880...s.how[sl
that the amounl of longleaf standing limber in those states bordering in
the Gulf of Mexico was one hundred and seven billion feet. If you were
to take ships at 500 lons each, load them with this one hundred and
seven billion feet, place them in a direct line, stern to stern, beginning at
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the mouth of Sabine Pass, they would reach around the globe. and there
would f>till be 1,600 miles of ships to come out of Sahine Pass. 14
9
:i Maxwell then discussed the growing concern among the public and
some enlightened industry leaders about the rapidly-disappearing timber
resources of the South. He outlined Henry Hardtner's early efforts in
Louisiana, but spent most of his time chronicling the career and accom-
plishments of W. Goodrich Jones. Educated at Princeton and in Germany,
where he observed first-hand the accomplishments of the Teutonic
foresters who werc to have a profound impact on that profession in the
United States, Jones became a banker in Temple. Texas, where as an advo-
cate of conservation and forest culture he became known as the "tree
crank" and "Hackberry Jones."20
At the behest of Dr. Bernhard E. Femow, Chief of the U.S. Bureau of
Forestry, Jones made a survey and report on the condition of the forests of
East Texas. He concluded that the wasteful practices of the lumber produc-
ers, large and small, made the situation critical. Jones reported that "What
escapes the big mill is caught by the little mill, and what the little mill does
not get the tie-cutter and rail-splitter soon has chopped down. They are
going and going fast- big butJalos, mother buffalos. and little buffalos."21
Jones, said Maxwell, was probably decisively influential in the cre-
ation and early survival of the Texas Department of Forestry, and his
efforts contributed to the adoption of more enlightened practices by such
Texas lumbermen as J. Lewis Thompson, Ernest L. Kurth, and T.L.L.
Temple. Similarly, efforts by Edward Crossett and his associates led to the
dawn of sustained yield operations in Arkansas, while Louisiana's Henry
Hardtner was joined by companies like the Great Southern of Bogalusa and
Industrial at Elizabeth in such practices as cutting to a diameter limit, leav-
ing seed trees, establishing nurseries to provide planting stock, and protect-
ing the trees from fire and hogs. Maxwell concluded that:
In 1923 Robert A. Long announced that the timber supply of the South
was fast di!;appearing and those companies that wished to continue oper-
ations would he forced to the west coast. Instead the forests of the mid-
South rebounded from the dismal years of 1930-32 which found lumher
production falling to the lowest point in fifty years. Due to sound
forestry practices the sturdy second-growth forest in these states today
rivals the original stands in total quantity. Except for the petroleum
industry, the forest products industry ranks at or ncar the top in the sev-
eral states in dollar production, total number of employees. and employ-
ee payrolls. Obviously forestry has had a vital impact on the prosperity
of the mid-South. ,2
Maxwell continued to chronicle the Jones saga in a 1974 article in the
Southwestern Historical Quarterly, "One Man's Legacy: W. Goodrich
Jones and Texas Conservation." which featured a more comprehensive
treatment of Jones' life and career.D His thesis was clear:
Today the East Texas region is reforested wilh second-growth pine
forests, sturdy, strong, and well managed. Though not as impressive as
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the towering virgin longleafs, the new forest provides perhaps more
hoard feet of merchantable lumber than ever. Wood-using plants and
mills of great capacity and diversity have been developed to harvest and
utilize this second-growth forest in the most efficient and economical
ways. The prospects are for continued growth and sustained yield for the
forseeable future with no end in sight. Thus the Texas forest picture has
turned the full circle within a single century. The reasons for this spec-
tacular recovery are many and varied. bUl much of the motivating force
for reforestation and conservation in Texas can be traced back to one
man: W. Goodrich Jones.!'
By this time Bob Maxwell had spent more than two decades collect-
ing materials, studying, and writing about the forest-products industry. His
publications constituted an important part of the growing volume of studies
on the subject, and the time had come to begin synthesizing these works
and painting the picture on a larger canvas. In 1983 Maxwell joined his
fonner Stephen F. Austin State University colleague Robert D. Baker, pro-
fessor of forest science at Texas A&M University, to produce Sawdust
Empire: The Texa,\' Lumber lndustr}~ 1830-]940, which was described on
the dust jacket as the "first comprehensive story of logging~ lumbering, and
forest conservation in Texas...."~5 The work was deservedly well-received.
Writing in the Southwestern Historical Quarterly, John Hebron Moore
described the volume as "a welcome addition to the short list of historical
studies of southern lumbering," and concluded that "Both professional his-
torians and casual students of Texas history or southern economic history
will find this excellent book well worth their time. Indeed, it could well
seNe as a model for future studies in the field of lumber history."26 The
reviewer for Business History Review said that "Sawdust Empire" should
stand the test of time as the definitive study of Texas lumbering."~'
In reviewing the book for The Journal of Southern History, I noted
that it examined "the setting and origins of Texas lumbering, its workers,
leaders, institutions, accomplishments, and controversies, largely through
the perspective of company records and interviews with industry leaders
and employees... The vantage point is largely that of the big operations that
survived for two or three generations ...." I praised "the richness of detail
that creates a better picture of the industry's organization and of how the
work was actually done in both woods and mill than this reviewer has
encountered in any other work," and noted that "on the whole the treatment
is thorough andjudicious...."~8 While I have not yet discussed the culminat-
ing publications of Bob Maxwell's career, my conclusion in the Sawdust
Empire review could stand as a valedictory:
Principal author Maxwell is one of the distinguished pioneers in the
field of forest history, and his love and enthusiasm for the subject per-
meate this delightful book...Sawdust Empire is based on sound scholar-
ship and succeeds in both telling the story at hand and placing it in a
larger context. It is a must for students of Texas, southern. and United
States forcst, business, labor, and economic history. ~~
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During this period Maxwell was also involved in other aspects of
"doing" forest hiscory. Again joining forces with Bob Baker, he was work-
ing on projects for the history program of the United States Forest Service.
In 1988 Maxwell and Baker teamed with two other scholars to produce
Timeless HeritaRe: A History of the Forest Service in the Southwest, and he
also contributed to a work entitled "A Living Legacy: The National Forests
of the Northern Region, 1908-1988," which is still in manuscript,3u In addi-
tion to his efforts for the Forest Service, Maxwell was a contributor to var-
ious colJccted works, including the massive Encyclopedia of American
Forest and Conseniation Hisfo/}·.~I
In a fitting conclusion to Bob Maxwell's career, he was chosen to co-
author the first modern synthesis documenting the central role of forests in
the American experience from the colonial era to the recent past. Sup-
ported by the Forest History Society as well as the National Endowment
for the Humanities and published in 1985 hy the University of Nebraska
Press, the resulting work, This Well- Wooded Land, Americans and Their
Forests from Colonial Times to the Present, was instantly recognized as a
standard and a classic. Said the noted historian David Smith of the Univer-
sity of Maine, this work is "A substantial contribution. Nothing like it now
exists, and earlier works were not as soundly based on modern scholar-
ship.... This should become the standard book on its subject."32
Working on This Well- Wooded Land allowed Maxwell to utilize his
knowledge of the Southern forest products and integrate it into the national
picture, for the four authors organized the book chronologically, and each
was principally responsible for a particular time period. In 1909 United
States lumber production peaked, and Maxwell picks up the narrative at
that point and carries it down until 1976, where the authors chose to end
their study.
His major emphasis is upon the fact that during this era resource man-
agement decisions and policies were the products of broader and more
diverse constituencies and interest groups than had been the case in earlier
periods. Maxwell discusses technological and organizational changes in the
forest products industries, the conservation records of the several presi-
dents of the twentieth century, and the proliferation of different types of
forest and wilderness users, as well as the passage of such landmark legis-
lation as the Wilderness Act (1964). the National Environmental Policy
Act (1969), and the National Forest Management Act (1976).
Reviewers were unifonnly laudatory in their assessment of the book.
The reviewer for The Journal ofAmerican History Rsked, "Is it possible to
provide a brief yet trustworthy guide through the tangled thicket of United
States Forest History?" and concluded that indeed it was: the book, he said,
"bids fair to become the standard." In summation he described the work as
"a balanced exposition...with care taken to avoid even the hint of bias
against the key players in hot disputes ...This Well-Wooded Land...success·
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fully redresses the absence of a first-rate introduction to United States
Forest history."33 Said the reviewer for the Journal of Forest History, "Thi.\'
Well- Wooded Land is a grand addition to the meager bookshelf of compre-
hensive histories of American forests written by historians ...any serious
student of forest history in the United States must read This Well-Wooded
Land. II]~
My own assessment of the book, for Environmental Review. summa-
rizes the state of scholarship in the forest history field by the mid-1980s.
and. of course, as I stated earlier, Bob Maxwell's work represented an
important part of that story. As I said then, "This Well- Wooded Land is a
book that could not have been written a generation ago. lFor it is] based
largely on the burgeoning secondary literature in the fields of forest, con-
servation, and environmental history and studies...This Well-Wooded Land
will be the standard introduction to its subject for some time to come."35 It
represents an appropriate capstone for Bob Maxwell's distinguished career
as a forest historian.
I would like to close with a few personal remarks about Bob Max-
well's contributions to forest history through his remarkable enthusiasm for
the field and his generosity. I first met Bob when I was a young graduate
student with an interest in but little or no real knowledge about the
Southern forests and the forest products industry. Bob welcomed me to
Nacogdoches with open arms, made it possible for me to research the re·
markable collections at Stephen F. Austin State University, and above all
provided both material, psychological, and intellectual encouragement to
continue digging in order to acquire knowledge in the field. Whenever we
got together, in Nacogdoches or at professional meetings, Bob and I talked
about basketball (an inevitability for a Kentuckian and a Hoosier), our
mutual passions for golf and tennis, and always about forest history. Who
was doing what, what do you know about this, have you seen this source,
and so on, I never wrote a paper, or an article, or a book manuscript with-
out Bob offering encouragement and a willingness to read and critique. His
critiques were always pertinent, sensible, and generous. In the ideal world,
academe is supposed to be inhabited by a community of scholars. Too
often academics fall far short of that ideal. Bob Maxwell, through his work
and his personal warmth and generosity, demonstrated to me that the ideal
world can sometimes be real. I value my memories of his friendship,
warmth, and example very highly.
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by Valentine J, Belfiglio
"The just and legal rights of the civilized Indians should be protected"
(Stephen F. Austin, The Austin Papers. III, p. 123).
Introduction
Stephen F. Austin (1793-1836), U.S. politician and colonizer of Texas,
led 300 American families to a site on the Brazos River in 1821. The group
established a permanent settlement there. Austin was well qualified to
direct this enterprise. A native of Virginia, he was educated and experi-
enced in business and public service. Austin attended Transylvania
University in Lexington, Kentucky. Then he managed his father's business
mining, smelting, and manufacturing lead in Potosi, Missouri. He also
served as adjutant of a militia battalion and as a member of the Missouri
territorial legislature. [0 July 1820 the territorial governor of Arkansas
appointed him circuit judge of the first judicial district. I
On January 17, 1821, Joaquin Arredondo, the Spanish Commandant
of the Eastern Interior Provinces, empowered Stephen's father, Moses
Austin, to establish an American outpost on 200,000 acres of land in
Spanish Texas. Many Americans and Spaniards hoped to benefit from this
arrangement. Opportunities to buy inexpensive lands, and perhaps the pos-
sibility of escaping creditors, lured settlers from the United States. Spanish
leaders believed that the American community would become a buffer
between their development in the west and south and the Plains Indians.
They wanted the colonists to serve the security interests of Spanish Texas. 2
Moses Am,tin died on June 10, 1821, and Stephen assumed his con-
tract. Governor Antonio Martinez authorized Austin to rule the colony as
his agent. [n late 1821 and early in 1822, Austin's group founded the settle-
ments of Columbus and Washington on lands along the CoJorado and
Brazos rivers. In September 1821 Mexico achieved its independence from
Spain, and Texas became a Mexican province. On April 14, 1823 the act-
ing president of Mexico legally validated the colony of Austin. Other
American communities followed. For example, in 1825 Green C. DeWitt
received a grant to settle 400 families between the Lavaca and Guadalupe
rivers, and Gonzales became its principal town. Martin de Leon also
obtained a grant to establish a settlement toward the coast from Gonzales.-~
Mexican federalists incorrectly surmised that these colonies would act as a
barrier against annexation by the United States:l-
The Policy Making Process of the Colony
It was primarily Austin who devised plans aimed at achieving goals
which he perceived to be in the interests of the colony. He had complete
civil and military authority until 1828, subject to rather nominal supervi-
Valentine 1. Belfiglio teaches at Texas Woman's University in Denton, Texas.
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sian by officials at San Antonio and Monterrey_ He allowed these officials
to choose military officers and local alcaldes (mayors, chief burgesse~).To
assure uniformity of court procedure, Austin drew up forms and a simple
civil and criminal code. He declared a set of "Instructions and Regulations
for the alcaldes" on January 22. 1824. The political chief, Jose Antonio
Saucedo, approved the code on May 24. Articles one through four of the
code dealt with offenses by Indians - such as violence to colonists, roam-
ing through the colony without a license, stealing, etc. Anyone could arrest
and conduct such Indians, without the use of anns if possible. to the nearest
alcalde or captain of the militia. After an investigation, if the Indians
proved to be guilty, they might be punished by twenty-five lashes. Section
Five of the Declaration dealt with offenses against the Indians. According
to its provisions, colonists could be fined heavily for abusing Indians.
Natives should be treated in a friendly, humane, and civil manner.5
Austin created an appellate court composed of all the alcaldes - ulti-
mately seven in number. The Constitution of Coahuila and Texas went into
effect in November 1827, and Austin hastened the organization of the
ayuntamiento (town or city council), over which he exercised strong influ-
ence. He initiated actions to bring more colonists to Texas, to create condi-
tions conducive to their prosperity, and to establish and maintain the land
system.~ Colonial leaders believed that the freedom of Indians should not
be curtailed arbitrarily by government. On September 13, 1835, a
Committee of Vigilence and Correspondence made up of Austin, Wily
Manin. William Pettus, Gale Borden, John H. Money, and Randal Jones,
issued a resolution that stated "the just and legal rights of the civilized
[ndians should be protected. "7 The first state government, organized at San
Felipe in October 1835, was the sixteen-member Permanent Council. The
Council elected Richard Royall of Matagorda as president. On October 18,
the Council pledged to respect the rights of Indians "to land with
assurances. "R
Austin was the credited agent for the external relations of the colony.
He could be influenced by important individuals, opinion elites, and the
general public of the colony; and he had to take into account actions by the
United States government, Mexican authorities, and Indian chiefs. But he
always made the major decisions. Austin pursued what he reasoned to be
the vital interests of the colony. These interests included: self-preservation,
progressive independence, territorial integrity, military security. and eco-
nomic well-being. But these aims were jeopardized by a clash of interests
between the Indians' use of land as a hunting ground, and the Americans'
desire to manage and cultivate land for ranches and Farms. Austin used
diplomatic, economic. and military methods to exert influence over tribal
chiefs and councils. He wrote on September 22, 1835 of "the vital impor~
tance of securing the friendship of the numerous Tribes of Indian&."q
...
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The Policy Making Process of Indian Tribes
Austin conducted relations with tribes of various Plains Indians,
Indians who lived in coastal areas, and immigrant tribes. Plains Indians
with whom he negotiated were: Comanches, Lipan Apaches, Kiowas,
Tonkawas, and Wichitas from the Red River area who had settled in the
region and were assimilated into the Plains culture. Colonists also encoun-
tered Karankawan people who lived along the coast of southern Texas, and
immigrant Cherokees, Shawnees, and Delawares, who had moved to Texas
from forests in the eastern part of the United States. tO
Indian Texans generally had simple policy making structures. Families
fonned the basic social units. Groupings of these families under a tribal
council headed by a peace chief and a war chief served defensive and
offensive purposes. Chieftainship and council members attained their rank
through recognized achievements. 11 Kinship and shared traditions were the
organizing principles of Indian societies, which emphasized sharing rather
than accumulating goods. These people perceived themselves in an almost
symbiotic relationship with nature. In contrast, Anglo-Americans were
accustomed to living in societies bound together by governments and laws.
They believed in the private ownership of property and the means of pro-
duction. a competitive profit-incentive system, and in changing their
natural surroundings to suit their needs. 11 There were also religious differ-
ences between Indians and colonists. Most of the Americans were
Christians, especially the Methodist, Baptist, or Presbyterian denomina-
tions. D A majority of Indian Texans gave credence to polytheism, animism,
and magic. 14
The Diplomacy of Austin
Austin conducted relations with Indian tribal councils and chiefs. His
diplomacy involved policy formulation as well as execution in order to
achieve his objectives. He issued passports and letters of recommendation
to friendly Indians to identify them and to attest to their tribal affiliations. Ii
Austin made treaties with the Comanches, and also employed demonstra-
tions of force against the weaker, less numerous Tonkawas and associated
Wichitas. These agreements established, defined, or modified mutual righ(s
and obligations. Austin organized a militia among the settlers for protec-
tion from the Indians. Then he held military demonstrations to impress
tribes with the ability of the colonists to wage war. l~
Although bands of Karankawas and Wichitas sometimes raided colo-
nial outposts, the much more powerful Comanches preferred to attack
Mexican settlements at San Antonio and Goliad. The Mexican government
wanted Americans to go to war with the Comanches, but Austin's colony
remained neutral and established certain rights and obligations with the
belligerents. Austin merely promised Mexican authorities he would initiate
military action when his colony was strong enough. In a referendum on
Indian relations on September 28, 1825, Austin wrote that «owing to our
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scattered settlements our weak numbers, the scarcity of Arms, Ammunition
and Horses ... it would be impossible to commence hostilities at present."17
During the cont1ict between the Mexicans and Comanches, the colonists
insisted upon freedom from territorial violations, acceptance of their
impartiality. and the right to pursue their economic activities. The geo-
graphic setting of the colony influenced Austin's decision. The Americans
were on the coastal plain, beyond the normal range of Comanche warriors.
By pursuing a policy of neutrality the settlers gained the time and strength
necessary to dispose of hostile Karankawas. By 1826. after forming
alliances with the Cherokees, Shawnees, and Delawares, Austin was on the
verge of campaigning against the increasingly troublesome Wichitas. 18
Neither the Tonkawas nor Lipan Apaches were in armed conflict with
the Americans. One group of Apaches were neighbors of Stephen F.
Austin's colony, and were consistently friendly. The Tonkawas were never
a grave threat to the settlers, although their thieving and begging made
them nuisances. 14 Austin was able to maintain an entente cordiale with
inunigrant Indian tribes. He stated in his letter to the chiefs and warriors of
the Cherokees on April 24, 1826, that "The cherokees and their friends the
Shawnees and Delawares are also new Settlers; like us they have come to
seek a new horne in this country ... you have sent me word ... that you
would join us to fight the wacos whenever I called upon you. I have always
looked upon you as friends who could be depended on ,.. Your friend and
Brother, Stephen F. Austin."10
Austin's Economic Diplomacy
Austin's economic policies were often designed to achieve political
ends. He gave beef, corn, and other gifts to friendly Indians to induce them
to feel well disposed towards the colonists, and to put them under an
implied obligation to return kindness with kindness. Austin also directed
colonial trade to expand the political influence of his quasi-independent
nation within the borders of Mexico. In the carly years of the settlement,
Comanches and Lipan Apaches exchanged mules and horses they had
stolen in Mex.ico for goods of American traders at Nacogdoches. "This
trade was found to be very lucrative to those engaged in it," Austin wrote. 21
The bartering helped to keep peace between these Indians and the
colonists.
On May 10. 1822, Austin wrote to Anastacio Bustamante, Vice Presi-
dent of Mexico, that a permanent peace with the Indians depended in part
on "the establishment of a regular system by which those Indians could be
supplied with Goods, and other necessary articles which they have hereto-
fore received from American traders, and without which they will not be
satisfied.":~ Austin preferred a plan "to incorporate a Company to whom
the whole Indian trade of Texas, and of the Rio Grande Del Norte should
be given - This company by having fixed laws for its regulation could con-
centrate and control the Indian trade, and thereby prevent abuses."13
,
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Military Force, the Texas Rangers, and Covert Operations
Sometimes circumstances forced Austin to engage in armed conflict.
The Karankawas occupied the lower course of the Colorado and Brazos
rivers. From the start there were battles between them and the colonists.
The Indians killed a group of Americans as they landed in Texas by boat in
1821. Later, during subsequent raids, the Karankawas murdered, robbed,
and destroyed the crops and livestock of the settlers. To escape their
attacks, many of DeWitt's people moved down river to De Leon's lands. 24
On May 4, 1823, J.B.B. Austin wrote to Stephen F. Austin that "The set-
tlers have been much discouraged at ... the dread of the Indians."2s Austin
responded to the threat. In an address to the colonists on August 5, he said:
"I have determined to augment at my own private expense the company of
men which was raised by order of the late Govr. Trespalacios for the
defence of the Colony against hostile Indians."26 Five days later, Austin
assumed military command of the colony.~7
In 1823 Austin employed ten men to serve as "Rangers," to range
over the country and protect his colony from marauding Indians. Then in
1826 he called a meeting of the representatives of the six militia districts in
which it was agreed to keep twenty or thirty Rangers in service at all times.
They were mounted riflemen whose purpose was to protect American set-
tlers from Indian warriors and Mexican bandits. The Texas general council
in 1835 formally organized the Rangers and assigned them the sole task of
defending the frontier against Indians. An enabling ordinance provided for
three companies, each with 56 men commanded by a captain. The Rangers
learned the Indian skill& of horsemanship, woodcraft, and direction finding.
They were excellent marksmen, and carried revolving six-shooters, rifles,
lariats, and Bowie knives. The Rangers were separate and distinct from the
regular anny and local police,28
By 1825 Austin had launched a major campaign against the Karan-
kawas. But his colony also experienced problems with marauding
Tonkawas and Wichitas. Some of these Indians were caught stealing horses
in the colony, Austin decided on a reprisal action against the Tonkawas,
and sent spies to the villages of the Wichitas to gather and evaluate infor-
mation about their intentions and operations. On May 19, ] 826, Austin
wrote to General Jose Antonio Saucedo, commander of a Spanish garrison,
that an "attack upon the Tankuas ... took place on the 25th of March, on the
Colorado, about eight leagues below the Atascosito road."29 Austin con-
fided in Colonel Mateo Ahumada about his covert operations against the
Wichitas by letter on April 6, 1826. He wrote Ahumada that "I lost no time
in sending spies to the frontier, and yesterday, at noon, I received infonna-
tion that sixteen Indians of said nation (the Tahuacanos) had arrived ...
above five Leagues below the road to La Bahia on the river (Colorado)."30
A second letter written by Austin on April 30, infonned Ahumada that "I
sent three spies to the village of these Indians (Tahuacanos) under the pre-
text of trading.'ll'
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In order to provide protection for the colony while he waged war
against the Karankawas. Austin «deemed it necessary to call a board ... for
the purpose of deciding upon a system of defence, and contriving plans to
raise a fund for the assistance of the most exposed families.'''2 The war was
fierce and costly. James Cummins wrote to Austin from a settlement on the
Colorado River on July 3], 1826 that: "The situation of this place makes
the Prospect very gloomy - the Fort that we have been at so much Expense
to build is about to be left to the mercy of the Indians."J3 But Austin's army
won an important battle and pursued the Karankawas to the coast. The
Mexican government sent Captain General Anastacio Bustamante with a
number of troops to assist the colonists. The Mexicans and colonists scored
a decisive victory at Matagorda Bay. All parties signed a treaty of peace in
1827, marking the end of the Karankawas as a barrier to the colonization of
Texas,·l4
The Texas Revolution and Statehood
In 1830 the Mexican government halted Anglo-American immigration
to Texas. They feared that the growing economic strength and cultural
influence of the colonists threatened Mexican sovereignty over the terri-
tory. Relations between the Americans and Mexicans grew steadily worse.
War erupted on October 2, 1835, with the Battle of Gonzalez. On October
12, the Provisional Government of Texas elected Austin to serve with
William H. Wharton and Branch T. Archer as commissioner to the United
States. Austin arrived at New Orleans in January 1836. On March 2, the
Provisional Government passed the Texas Declaration of Independence.
After several battles, General Sam Houston redeemed the fall of the Alamo
by the victory at San Jacinto. The Treaties of Velasco l signed by Texas and
Mexican officials on May 14. 1836, established Texas as an independent
state. Austin returned to Texas in June.~s
Very few Indians fought in the Texas Revolution. Some Lipan
Apaches and Karankawas were with both armies, but their participation did
not affect the outcome of the war.36 R.R. Royall had written to Austin on
October 19, 1835 that "the Cherokees and associate tribes ... Intended to be
neutral."37 The Comanches and their Kiowa allies also did not interfere.3"
Austin's long-term diplomatic programs had prevented General Santa
Anna's attempt to form an alliance with some of the tribes. In recognition
of his services and abilities, on October 22, 1836, General Sam Houston.
President of the Republic of Texas, appointed Austin as Secretary of State,
He thereby became head of the Department of State, and chief adviser to
the president on foreign policy.
During the Texas Revolution, Austin had rendered a great service by
arousing American sympathy for the cause. As Secretary of State, he
worked for the annexation of Texas by the United States. On November 19.
1836, he wrote U.S. Senator Thomas Benton: "Mr. Wharton returns to
Washington as the Minister plenipotentiary of this Republic - The main
,.
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object of his mission is the annexation of this country to the U.S."39 But
Austin died on December 27, 1836. He never witnessed the annexation of
Texas on December 29, 1845, nor the end of the last great Indian war in the
state in June 1875. A eulogy written around 1844 by James E Perry to
honor his memory stated" "Stephen F. Austin, - the father of his country -
.. , labored for his country's triumph ... those who braved, with the patriarch
of Texas, the wilderness ... fought the savage, and drove him from his
haunts. The claims of General Austin upon the affections of the people of
Texas were of the strongest kind. He was not only the founder of our
Republic; ... his life must necessarily embrace a large portion of the history
of our country."40
Conclusion
Stephen F. Austin conducted the Indian policy of the American colony
with great skill. He established objectives in the light of resources actually
and potentially available for the pursuit of those objectives. He also
assessed the objectives of tribal leaders and the resources actually and
potentially available for the pursuit of those objectives. Then he deter-
mined to what extent these different objectives were compatible with each
other. Finally, he employed the diplomatic, economic, and military tactics
best suited to the attainment of his aims. As a statesman, Austin stood in
the front rank of the people who built Texas. The capital of the state is
named in his honor.
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A TOWERING EAST TEXAS PIONEER: A BIOGRAPHICAL
SKETCH OF COLONEL ALBERT MILLER LEA
by WT. Block
In a remote corner of the Trinity Episcopal Cemetery in Galveston,
Texas, a plain marble head stone marked the last resting place of a United
States naval officer, killed at the Battle of Galveston. The inscription reads:
"Edward Lea, Lieut. Commanderl U.S.N., Born 31~t Januaryl 1837, Killed
in Battle January I, 1863. 'My Father Is Here.' " The casual observer
might suppose that the last words referred to the Heavenly Father, but in
reality, the young commander died in the arms of his earthly father,
Confederate Major Albert Miller Lea. The mental image of the
Confederate officer embracing his dying son was to grip Galvestonians for
decades thereafter and point out one of the horrors of the American Civil
War. I
At a remote distance in southern Minnesota, the breadth of the nation
away, there stands a modern city, a rail junction of 25,000 population, and
its large, neighboring lake, both of which bear the name "Albert Lea,"
namesakes of the same Confederate major. 2 Likewise, Lee County (Fort
Madison), Iowa, was also named for Albert Lea, although the spelling of
the county's name was later altered.' However, at the time that each
received its name, Lea was a young United States Anny lieutenant who
had just graduated from West Point and was stationed at Fort Des Moines,
on the far western frontier.
Albert Lea visited the Minnesota site only twice, the first time when
he led a United States army expedition that discovered the lake and
camped out on the townsite, at that time an expanse of trees and prairies, in
July 1835. The second visit occurred in June 1879, when the municipal
officers of Albert Lea, Minnesota, invited the ex-Confederate Colonel Lea
to be their honor guest at their fortieth anniversary celebration. Albert
Miller Lea was a man who walked with the presidents (Andrew Jackson,
Martin Van Buren, John Tyler, and Millard Flllmore). who knew and cor-
responded with the Confederacy's leaders (Jefferson Davis and Robert E.
Lee), and was a personal confidant and relative by marriage of General
Sam Houston.
Albert M. Lea was born on July 23, 1808, at Richland, Grainger
County, Tennessee, a few miles northeast of Knoxville and near the
Kentucky-Virginia border. At age thirteen, he entered East Tennessee
University at Knoxville (now the University of Tennessee) and became one
of its youngest graduates:l- In 1827, he received an appointment to West
Point, where he was graduated fifth in his class in 1831.~ One of his class-
mates was John Bankhead Magruder, who later became Lea's commanding
officer in Texas during the Civil War.~
w.T. Block lives in Nederland. Texas.
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Lea was commissioned a lieutenant in the Thirteenth United States
Artillery, but because he was gallant enough to wish to please Magruder's
fiancee by trading assignments, Lea ended up in the Seventh Infantry
Regiment at FOTt Gibson, a post at the time considered to be on the extreme
western frontier. Likewise, Lea lost all opportunities for a rapid promotion,
and earned frequent transfers on the outer frontier that would take him
from Massachusetts to Iowa and from Detroit to New Orleans. On two
occasions, he encountered pestilence epidemics which annually plagued
the Mississippi Valley and threatened to include him among the casualties.
In 1833, he was assigned to pick up S96,000 in silver coins in New Orleans
at a time when a virulent yellow fever plague was in progress there. He
delivered the money by steamboat to army authorities in St. Louis for dis-
tribution as annuities to Missouri's Indian tribes. Later, he was aboard a
Mississippi steamer when several soldiers accompanying him contracted
cholera and one of them died. Also in 1833, he was ordered to Detroit to
participate in an engineering survey of the Great Lakes. 7
Late in 1833, Lieutenant Lea, by then a member of the army's
Topographical Engineers, was appointed by the Department of War as
chief of engineers on the Tennessee River, with orders to design naviga-
tional and tlood control improvements along that watercourse. In April
1835. Lea was transferred to the First Regiment of United States Dragoons
(cavalry) at Fort Des Moines, soon to become the Iowa Territory, but at
that moment a part of the Wisconsin Territory.R
In June 1835, Lieutenant Lea received orders to command a topo-
graphical expedition consisting of three detachments of sixty men each, to
explore the territory between the Des Moines and Mississippi rivers as far
north as the Minnesota River. He was likewise instructed to map all lakes
and watercourses encountered en route. to take periodic celestial bearings,
and to keep a daily record of his expedition. Lea led his men "up the divide
between the Des Moines and Mississippi Rivers [0 Lake Pepin. thence the
column turned west and headed for the source of the Blue Earth River in
Kossuth County, Iowa." On that march, the column traced the present-day
Shell Rock River to Freeborn County, Minnesota, and to its head waters in
a large, horseshoe-shaped lake, which he named Fox Lake. They camped
on (he site of forested uplands and prairies which later became Albert Lea,
Minnesota. Unknown to Lea. the lake had long been called Lake Chapeau
by the French fur traders. Captain Nathan Boone, a son to the famed
Kentucky pioneer, served as a scout for the expedition.
Lea led Companies B, H, and I of the Dragoons over 1,100 miles of
unexplored territory in Iowa and Minnesota for almost three months with-
out the loss of a single man, wagon, horse. or mule. Lea recalled in his
autobiography in 1879 that while Joseph N. Nicollet was mapping his first
surveys of the Upper Mississippi River in Washington, D.C., in 1841, he
suggested to Nicollet that the beautiful, horseshoe-shaped lake be listed as
Lake Chapeau, the name given to it by the French fur traders. Instead,
..
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Nicollet responded, "Ah, magnitique! But Lake Chapeau ees no longer ze
name. It ees now Lake Albert Lea." That is the name it continues to bear.~
Lea was introduced to President Andrew Jackson at the home of a
friend in Philadelphia in 1833. In 1836, Lea resigned his commission, to
become effective on June 1. 1836, and returned east to Philadelphia~ where
he married Ellen Shoemaker on May 5. During the months while he was on
army leave, Lea wrote a book-length treatise, Notes On The Wisconsin
Territory (based on his journal), which was published by H.S. Tanner of
Philadelphia in 1836. Lea's book had suggested that the name of Iowa be
given to the new territory (and subsequently the state), which at that
moment was being debated in the United States Congress. In The book also
attracted the attention of President Martin Van Buren and the War
Department, and the Encyclopaedia Britannica, in its article on the State of
Iowa, observed that "Albert Lea, who wrote an early book on the area, sug-
gested the name."ll His book also was credited with encouraging much of
the immigration to all of the regions west of Lake Michigan, which once
comprised the Wisconsin Territory.
On January 31, 1837, Lea's son Edward was born in Baltimore. Soon
afterward, the young couple resettled briefly in Rock lsland~ Illinois, after
President Van Buren appointed Albert Lea as chairman of the Missouri-
Iowa Boundary Commission, which was charged with surveying and mark-
ing the order between those states. Also in 1837, Lea platted a townsite in
the "Iowa District," named Ellenborough after his wife, and made plans to
operate a Mississippi ferry and an immigration company. Reputedly, Lea
was once offered $30,000 for his interest in the venture, but refused. Later
he had to return to the east in a hurry due to his wife's ill health, and the
land was eventually sold for taxes.
Late in 1837, the president chose him as the chief engineer for the
State of Tennessee. In 1838, the couple returned to Maryland for three
years~ while Lea served as chief engineer and track builder for the Balti-
more and Ohio Railroad, and where his young wife Ellen died. Embittered
and in despair following her death, Lea accepted another presidential
appointment that took him to Washington, D.C., in 1841 as chief clerk in
the War Department.
In September, the holdover secretary of war from President W.H.
Harrison's cabinet~ John Bell, resigned, and President John Tyler appointed
Lea as acting secretary of war for six weeks until John McLean took office.
After three years in Washington, D.C., Lea returned to Knoxville in 1844,
where he taught for seven years as professor of mathematics at East
Tennessee University. In 1848, he married Catherine Heath of Knoxvllle.
In 1850, Albert Lea spent three more months as acting secretary of war in
the cabinet of President Millard Fillmore. After his return to Knoxville,
Lea left the university in 1851 to become a glass manufacturer in the same
town, an industry in which he invested most of his assets, but success con-
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tinued to evade him. He often said he could make good glass, but no pro-
fi ts. From 1851 until 1856, he was also chief engineer for [he City of
Knoxville, and he also operated on occasion the family pJantation. 12
In 1857, Albert Lea followed other member~ of his family to Texas
and settled at Aransas. Lea family members who had preceded him
included his cousin, Margaret Moffette Lea Houston, wife of General Sam
Houston, and his older brother, Pryor Lea, who had been a prominent
politician and lawyer in Tennessee and who resided at Goliad. 11 Pryor Lea
chartered the Aransas Railroad Company, later the Central Transit, in ]858
and 1859, and served as its president. Albert Lea served as chief engineer
of the Aransas Railroad Company, as well as the Rio Grande, Mexico and
Pacific Railroad Company of Mexico. lot According to one Texas historian,
the Aransas Railroad Company had completed most of its grading along
the route from Aransas Pass to Goliad, but construction ended early in
1861 when Northern financing was withdrawn. l .')
In an article in South"i'estern Historical Quarterly, another Texas
writer referred to Pryor and Albert Lea as "confidants of Governor (Sam)
Houston" and suspected that they were members of the Knights of the
Golden Circle, a secret, jingoistic society that appears to have been plotting
a filibustering expedition against Mexico. Early in 1860, Colonel Robert E.
Lee of the United States Anny arrived in San Antonio as commander of the
Eighth Military District, and Albert Lea carried on an extensive correspon-
dence with both Colonel Lee and Governor Houston. A letter from Robert
E. Lee to Houston, which acknowledged receipt of Albert Lea's three let-
ters of February 24, 25, and 26, "is now framed and housed in the Archives
of the Texas State Library." Also, on February 24, 1860, Albert Lea wrote
a letter to Governor Houston, as follow:
... Colonel Robert E. Lee would not touch anything that he would con-
sider vulgar filibustering; but he is not without ambition and under the
sanction of the government, might be more than willing to aid you to
pacificate Mexico; and if the people of the U. States should recall you
from the 'Halls of [he Montezumas' to the 'White House,' you will find
him well fitted to carry out your great idea of a Protectorate. IC,
When Albert Lea came to Texas in 1857 \ his son Edward remained in
Maryland to attend the Naval Academy. The last letter Albert Lea received
from his son arrived in Aransas shortly before the American Civil War
began, and it came from Cherbourg, France, where Lieutenant Edward
Lea's ship, the United States steam frigate Harriet Lane, was docked.
Later, the Harriet Lane, named for President James Buchanan's niece and
official White House hostess, sailed to the China coast, but was back at
Fort Sumter when war broke out in April 1861. In ]862, the steam frigate
served as Admiral David Farragut's flagship for s.everaJ months. In March
1861, the father wrote his son that he had to follow the dictates of his own
conscience in choosing which side to fight for if war began. Like his
friend, Sam Houston, Albert Lea opposed secession, but his older brother,
Pryor Lea~ was a major voice for secession in Texas and a member of the
•
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Secession Convention. Soon after the shelling of Fort Sumter, Albert Lea
applied for a Confederate commission. He was soon breveted a major of
artillery, and was ordered to report to General Felix Zollicoffer in
KnoxvilJe, Tennessee.1:
A letter of Major Lea, dated August 31, 186 l, was published in
Official Records of the Union and Confederate Armies iJz The War of The
Rebellion. In this letter. Lea requested permission to raise a company of
"sappers and miners" (construction engineers), which was granted. He also
warned that the areas of Northeastern Tennessee and Southeastern
Kentucky contained a large number of people with pronounced Union
sympathies. 'B
In February 1862, Major Lea's engineers were commanded to fortify
the Cumberland Gap, a famous passageway through the Cumberland
Mountains, where the boundaries of Tennessee, Kentucky, and Virginia
converge. He also was ordered to build breastworks and similar defensive
fortifications around nearby Fort Pitts. Lea took a philosophical, "did-my-
duty" attitude toward the fact that his engineering achievements were
ignored by superiors in Richmond, whereas an opposing Union general
paid him the highest of compliments. Union General G.W. Morgan, who at
that moment was assigned to the Cumberland Gap, observed:
,.. Before the arrival of our sicge guns, Engineer Lea, of the Rebel
forces, constructed a strong breastwork, protected by ritle pits, upon the
summit to the right of Fort Pitts, and convinced that the position could
only be carried by immense loss of life, I abandoned any idea of attack-
ing the place from the front... ,19
Although no evidence can be found in Civil War correspondence, it
appears more than coincidence that his long-time friend, Major General
John B, Magruder, was transferred from Virginia to Houston, Texas, to
assume command of the Military District at Texas, New Mexico, and
Arizona on December 1, 1862, and that Major Lea was transferred to Texas
only two weeks later. The writer also believes that Lea's transfer to Texas
was sped along with the help of Lea's military friends in Richmond. By
December 15, Lea was back in Texas, visiting with his wife, a daughter,
and two sons who were staying with relatives in Corsicana, Texas.
Major Lea quickly learned that one of the Union vessels occupying
the harbor of Galveston was the Harriet Lane, on which he believed his
son was still serving. Lee hurried on to Houston to General Magruder!s
headquarters, where he soon learned that a plan to recapture Galveston
Island was to be executed within a week.
Although Major Lea was reassigned as chief engineer of the Southern
Sub-district of Texas in General H.P. Bee's command at Brownsville, he
was temporarily detached to Colonel e.G. Forshey's staff of engineers
while plans for the recapture of Galveston were pending. During the pre-
dawn hours of January 1, 1863, Lea helped move the six brass cannons of
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Captain M. McMahon's battery across Galveston Island's rail causeway.
Afterward, Colonel Forshey placed Major Lea in the town's tallest church
steeple, where he could observe the naval battle in progress in the bay. Lea
quickly discerned that the Confederate gunboat Bayou Cit)' had rammed
the Harriet Lane near the wheel house, after which the Confederates scam-
pered aboard the Union vessel to subdue the crew.10
Major Lea soon went aboard the Harriet Lane, only to find that its
commander, Captain Wainwright, was dead and Lieutenant Commander
Edward Lea, the second in command, had been shot through the navel.
Aware that his son's wound was mortal, Lea went ashore to arrange his
son's removal to the Sisters of Charity Hospital. He told General Magruder
about his son's wound, and the general offered his own quarters for the son
instead. Upon Major Lea's return to the Harriet Lane, he was told that his
son Edward was dying, and as Lea cradled the young Union officer's head,
he said, "Edward, this is your father."
"Yes, father, I know you," the young commander responded, '<but I
cannot move."
Upon being advised that his death was near and asked whether he
wished any special disposition made of his body, Edward Lea replied,
almost with his last breath, "No, my father is here."
The following day, Major Lea, in the absence of any ordained minis-
ter, delivered the obsequies above the coffins of both Captain Wainwright
and Commander Lea, before the Union officers were buried in a common
grave. In his report of the battle, General Magruder praised Major Lea as
being "one of the most distinguished and scientific officers of my staff."11
In 1866, the body of Captain Wainwright was reburied with honors at
the Naval Cemetery in Annapolis, Maryland. A wealthy relative sought
permission to reinter Commander Edward Lea's remains beside those of
his mother in Green Mount Cemetery in Baltimore. However, Albert Lea
refused, stating that his son would have preferred to remain where he had
fallen in battle - "in sight of the sea, in sound of the surf."22
After the battle of January 1, 1863, when Major Lea reported to
General H.P. Bee as chief engineer of the Southern Sub-district of Texas,
General Magruder wrote of him that "Major Lea is a graduate of West
Point and is well-known to His Excellency, the (Confederate) President
(Jefferson Davis)." Indeed, Lea, Jefferson Davis, Robert E. Lee, and a
numher of other Confederate and Union generals had been classmates at
West Point. And as secretary of war in the Cabinet of President Franklin
Pierce, Jefferson Davis would certainly have been well-acquainted with
Albert Lea's record at the War Department. Soon Afterward, Major Lea
led a contingent of engineers that fortified the mouth of the Rio Grande at
)t
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Bagdad; and later, the approaches to Fort Brown at Brownsville. 23 Late in
1863, Major Lea was promoted to lieutenant coioneP4
In November 1863, a Federal invasion force occupied the lower Texas
coast, and General Magruder evacuated most of General Bee's command
from Fort Brown. Colonel Lea was ordered inland and was appointed chief
engineer of the Western Sub-District of Texas. Soon afterward, he led a
contingent of soldiers and slaves while fortifying the approaches to
Gonzales, Texas. Colonel Lea's la~t service to the Confederacy came in
1864 when General Magruder assigned him to head the Confederate cotton
bureau at Eagle Pass, Texas, where he bartered cotton for gunpowder and
muskets.25
Throughout his lifetime, Albert Miller Lea was a prolific letter writer
as well as a writer of scientific and historical treatises. And as soon as he
arrived in Texas in 1857, he showed a renewed interest in writing, especial-
ly in the field of science. During his retirement years at Corsicana, Lea
kept up a perpetual correspondence with the Freeborn County Standard,
which published many of his articles between January and May, 1890, as
well as with the Minnesota and Iowa historical societies, His "Report Made
By Lieutenant Albert Miller Lea on The Des Moines River" and "Report
Made By Albert Miller Lea on The Iowa-Missouri Boundary," along with
his lengthy biography by Ruth Galleher~ appeared in the Iowa Journal of
History and Politics in July 1935. E.W. Winkler described two of the
Albert Lea Treatises in the Texas State Library concerning the Gulf of
Mexico and Aransas Bay, written while Lea was chief engineer of the rail-
road.2~ Another of his articles, "The Gulf Stream and Its Effect on The
Climate of Texas," appeared in the Texas Almanac for 1861.27
According to one biography, Albert Lea designed and sketched the
plans for the first "iron horse" ever manufactured by the Baldwin Locomo-
tive Works. S.W. Geiser, an early scientific writer, described Albert Lea's
contributions to science in Texas in an article written in 1939.2R Severa] of
Albert Lea's letters are in the Texas State Archives, two of which (one
from Robert E. Lee and one to Governor Sam Houston) were reprinted by
Texana in 1966. And a Galveston editor observed that "Colonel Lea was a
man of large and varied infonnation, who for many years was a frequent
contributor to Galveston News and other publications, generally under his
'nom de plume' of Sanex."29
After the Civil War, Albert Lea moved his family to Galveston, where
he resided for the next nine years. In the Summer of 1865, he opened a
book store there, also an unsuccessful venture, He became Galveston's city
engineer in 1866, a position he held for four years. In 1870 he began trad-
ing in real estate and acquired valuable property as a result. In 1874, when
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he decided to retire from public pursuits, he purchased a farm from a rela-
tive and moved his family to Navarro County. He and his sons, Albert Lea,
Jr. and Alexander M. Lea, engaged for many years in a cotton buying
enterprise. W l ').>/f', 1~ )
Albert Lea and his family were active members of St. John '5
Episcopal Church at Collin and 14th streets in Corsicana, where "a large
stained glass window still bears the name of Lea." Albert Lea is also cred-
ited with having drawn up the plans for the first St. John's Church. It
appears that Colonel Lea lived his last years on his farm rather quietly..1l In
1879 he wrote his family's history, manuscript copies of which are de-
posited in the Rosenberg Library in Galveston and at the Barker Texas
History Center in Austin, as well as published elsewhere. In the same year,
he revisited Albert Lea, Minnesota, at a celebration of which he was the
honored guest.
Lea's last years at Corsicana were marked by feeble health and family
misfortunes. His son, Alexander, died in 1878, followed by his wife,
Catherine, in 1884. By 1890, his son Albert, Jr., was experiencing financial
reverses in the cotton business. On the morning of January 16. 1891, Lea's
lifeless body was found in a sitting position in an arm chair in his bedroom,
an apparent victim of heart failure. A Galveston editor noted that "Colonel
Lea was the friend and associate of many of the political dignitaries of
antebellum days. but or late years, he had been very feeble .... He has
always been highly respected and esteemed by all.")~ Perhaps the nicest
compliment came from Lea's old friend, W.P. Doran of Hempstead, Texas,
who called Albert Lea "one of nature's noblemen.'''3
It is ironic that today Albert Miller Lea is much better remembered in
his native state of Tennessee or in the midwes.tern states he explored (Iowa
and Minnesota) than he is in East Texas where he resided for nearly half of
his life, built railroads, fought at the Battle of Galveston, and operated his
businesses. Lea was an uncommon man in many respects. He charted and
explored the wilderness. amI made it attractive to the East Coast land em-
igrant to whom Horace Greeley advised - "Go west. young man." Albert
Lea punctured that wilderness wlth his rail trackage. enabling the land emi-
grants to reach the West more easily via the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad.
Lea walked and talked with the political elite of his day in Washington,
D.C., and commanded their respect. He also knew many of the Union and
Confederate generals of that day who had been his West Point classmates.
He ca!'>t his lot with the Confederacy and lost, but after he was paroled, he
sought to rebuild his fortunes within the same nation he previously had
fought against. And he left the frontier state of Texas all the richer because
of his thirty-five years of residence there.
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DE}/~YINGDAVIS:
THE WALKER COUNTY REBELJ~ION,1871
by Ricky Floyd Dobbs
Since, 1910, excepting comparatively recent voices of opposition. the
dominant attitude toward Texas's Reconstruction experience has been that
of Charles Ramsdell. In Reconstruction in Texas, Ramsdell emulated his
mentor, William Dunning, producing a pro-Southern, almost delusional,
tale of oppression at the hands of the Union Army and Radical
Republicans. Fifty years of telling made Ramsdell's story a historiographic
icon. New voices speaking up in the early t960s, among them W.C. Nunn,
stopped short of iconoclasm, merely dulling the harsher edges of
Ramsdell's argument. I
Ramsdell's highly selective use of sources weakens his argument,
especially with respect to the Davis Administration. While willingly using
governor's papers and correspondence when examining - in Ramsdell's
view - more sympathetic characters such as Governor James
Throckmorton (1866-1867), citation of such sources disappears completely
under Edmund Davis. Ramsdell's failure to examine these sources seems
an unwillingness on Ramsdell's part even to nod at any evidence that might
exonerate Davis. In the process, Ramsdell fails to mention a series of
anned insurrections against the Davis Administration in 1870-1871, which
led to outraged puhlic response to the administration. These events, among
them a mob revolt in Walker County in early 1871, if viewed critically,
actually seem to absolve the Davis regime of some sinister qualities
ascribed to it by RamsdelL 2
If Ramsdell failed to mention these rebellions at all, later scholars did
little to place them into context. Articles by Otis Singletary and Ann Patton
Baenziger made glancing mention of the difficulties in Madison, Hill,
Walker, Limestone and Freestone counties. The most extensive treatment
of these disturbances appears in w.e. Nunn's Texas Under The
Carpetbaggers. Relying almost entirely on competing newspaper accounts
of the incidents~ Nunn adds little interpretation or insight, writing off the
clashes as evidence of the Davis Administration's excess.3
Carl T. Moncyhon's Republicanism in Reconstruction Texas (1980),
while not mentioning the incidents, presented a new context in which to
examine the response of the Davis Administration to violent challenge.
Davis appears a pragmatic politician thrust into a no-win situation. His
political survival demanded protection of constituencies which brought him
to power - especially freed blacks and Unionists - while trying to convert
new supporters through restoration of law and order to an unreconstructed
Texas. This varied and sometimes conflicting mix of priorities brought
Davis's administration into conflict with the citizenry. The Walker County
revolt represents a microcosm of Davis's overall goals for his government
Ricky Floyd Dobbs is a doctoral student at Texas A&M University.
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and for Texas: preservation of key political constituencies, conversion of
new supporters by implementation of law and order, and the establishment
of Austin's primacy over local governments.4
Davis's reaction to events in Walker County followed similar uses of
the militia and the State Police in Madison and Hill counties. These two
incidents shaped Davis's response in Walker County. Dispatching 300 men
to Madisonville to quell a "mob" of seven in November 1870 proved both
embarrassing and expensive. The governor overreacted to hysterical reports
of a pogrom against fellow Radicals in Madi~on and Grimes counties. The
militia occupied Madisonville without incident until December, and the
governor refused to punish the county's citizens. In January 1871, Hill
County citizens "arrested" and detained State Police officers pursuing a
local aristocrat's son accused of the murder of a freedman. Martial law and
occupation came shortly thereafter, partly owing to Davis' repeated warn-
ings - dating back to October 1870 - to Hill County citizens concerning
elvi I disorder. The occupation ended when Adjutant General James
Davidson - on his own initiative - fined participants, rather than impost the
Militia Tax upon the whole county. This made martyrs of participants,
causing Davis further embarrassment. When events forced Davis' hand in
Walker County, he acted based on previous experience. He avoided overre-
action by moving gradually. He warned Walker County citizens prior to
sending troops. Finally, after the militia arrived in Huntsville, he kept a
tight rein on his adjutant general to avoid improper application of the
Militia Tax. 5
When state District Judge l.R. Burnett opened court in Huntsville on
January 11, 1871, Nathaniel Outlaw, Joseph Wright, Fred Parks, and John
McParrish stood charged with murder. In December 1870, a Walker County
grand jury had taken testimony from a freedman, Sam Jenkins, which
implicated several whites in a case of assault. Soon thereafter, Jenkins'
body was found a few miles outside Huntsville, riddled with bullets.
Outlaw, Wright, Parks, and McParrish were arrested after an investigation
by State Police Captain L.H. McNelly. Then, after a tense three-day trial,
the prisoners awaited the verdict of Judge Burnett. 6
Burnett later commented that he arrived at the courthouse filled with
apprehensions. Counsel for the defense had presented their closing remarks
the previolls day, making an "inflammatory argument for the purposes of
intimidating me," Burnett said. J.M. Maxey, a defense lawyer, warned the
judge that a ruling against his clients would lack the "moral support" of the
community. According to District Attorney W.E. Horne, the defendants'
"learned, zealolls, and over-active counsel" attempted to incite fury in the
spectators. Burnett confirmed this, remarking that Maxey's partners -
Baker and Hightower - incited the audience during the trial. "You see,"
wrote Burnett to Governor Davis, "what a low, mean, contemptible spirit
the loyal officers of the state have to content against."7
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Judge Burnett found McParrish, Outlaw and Wright guilty as charged
but acquitted Parks. After ordering Captain McNelly to take the prisoners
to the county jail to await sentencing, Burnett left the courtroom, followed
quickly by Horne. McNelly began to search the prisoners prior to their
transfer to jail. At this point the men struggled free, drawing hidden
revolvers. Firing at McNelly and a State Police private, Tom Keese, the
prisoners initiated a gun battle in the now deserted courtroom. McNelly
received a wound in the thigh, while Keese was shot in the jaw. Two State
Police privates standing guard outside the courthouse tried to go to
McNelly's aid. An armed mob of Huntsville citizens stood in their way.
The prisoners escaped, though McNelly and Keese managed to wound
both Wright and McParrish. Somehow, the wounded State Police officers
knocked Outlaw down, preventing his escape. Wright and McParrish ran
out onto the courthouse lawn where "horses saddled and bridled were con-
veniently placed for the boys to make their getaway." With aid from towns-
people, the wounded escapees mounted horses at the square and rode off,
shouting and shooting. Shots rang out from many directions. Alerted by the
gunfire, Judge Burnett and Horne hurried toward the square. Dodging bul-
lets aimed at them. the unarmed judge and prosecutor ran for cover. Within
moments, the prisoners had vanished.
McNelly struggled to order a response. He commanded Sheriff Cyrus
Hess to form a posse. Hess' efforts came to grief, however, as no citizens
seemed able - or willing - to help. Wright and McParrish fled to safety
somewhere in Walker County where they received medical attention. Here,
rumor had it, they were protected by thirty to forty armed citizens.
Attempts to wire Austin for aid failed because townspeople in sympathy
with the convicts had cut the telegraph lines. Word of the incident would be
slow to reach Governor Davis.s
These confused happenings precipitated the declaration of martial law
in and occupation of \Valker County. Had infonnation reached Davis any
sooner, it remains doubtful that action could have been taken any more
quickly, gi ven an already dangerous situation in Hill County, where similar
civil unrest was underway. The outbreak of violence in Walker County had
deeper roots than the events of January 11. Matters in the county had been
complicated since before January 1870 by racial tensions and divisions
within the local Republican Party organization. These uncertain circum-
stances allowed a climate in Walker County which easily bred violence and
thus contributed to the happenings of January-March 1871.
The importance of the racial question in Walker County can be
expressed by the use of statistics. In 1870, Walker County's population
stood at 9,776. Since 1860, likely because of war-time immigration to the
county, the population of blacks as a percentage of the total had increased
from roughly fifty to nearly sixty percent. Another dramatic trend involved
the tendency of blacks to move into the towns of Walker County after the
..
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Civil War. This influx caused the black population of Huntsville to increase
from barely a quarter of the total population to forty percent by 1870. As
could be expected, whites viewed this rise in black population with appre-
hension. During the years 1865-1868, years of changing leadership in
Austin, political affairs in Walker County remained finnly in the hand& of
"notorious disloyalists." Abuse of freedmen was widespread and tacitly
condoned by civil authorities. When such abuses came to court. prosecu-
tion seemed pointless. A white man convicted of assault against a freedman
in 1867 received a fine of one cent plus court costs, Threats against officers
of the Freedmen's Bureau and other prominent Radicals came frequently
and usually went unpunished.9
Black participation in the election of 1869, largely organized by white
Radicals, assured that Edmund Davis carried Walker County by over sixty
percent of the vote. The newly freed blacks, now parading about with
Loyal League leaders, inspired concern among whites. Sam Jenkins, the
black murdered in December 1870, had held leadership positions in the
Loyal League and "made himself obnoxious to white people generally."
Given its black majority, Walker County whites worked to maintain their
hegemony, fearing any attempt to alter the status quo. As late as April,
1870 - despite Radical rule in Austin - systematic mistreatment of blacks
by white officials continued. According to N.M. Dudley, Mayor Wilson of
Huntsville displayed an unwillingness to punish white!\ accused of an
assault upon a black man. Indeed, the injustice of the matter became ampli-
fied when the black victim had been forced to pay court costs. IO
Racial issues dominated the political life of the county as welL In July
1870, following the approval of the Enabling Act, new racial controversies
arose within the Republican Party leadership. At issue was Governor
Davis' nomination of Mortimer H. Goddin, a member of the 1868-69 con-
stitutional convention and prominent local Radical, as mayor of Huntsville.
The state senate refused to approve Goddin's nomination, causing the may-
oral hopeful to protest the senate's action to Davis. Goddin claimed that
political enemies had sabotaged his appointment. II
Having failed to securc Goddin's appointmcnt, the administration
found itself in a quandary in Walker County. H,C. Oliphant informed
Governor Davis that the local Loyal League had nominated freedmen to fill
the offices of mayor and marshal of Huntsville. Oliphant frantically warned
Davis of the potential reaction of local whites should the governor adopt
the Loyal League list without question. Despite the recent senate defeat, the
impassioned Oliphant urged Davis to insist on Goddin as mayor. Ironically,
Oliphant's letter reached Austin the same day as a petition from the Loyal
League. The League nominated Oliphant county treasurer and Goddin pub-
lic weigher. As Oliphant had warned, the League nominated freedmen for
mayor and marshal. The League petition also enclosed a resolution com-
mending Mortimer Goddin and avowing the "confidence we as loyal
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people place upon him." As a postscript, the League note added that
Goddin never actually wanted to be mayor.l~
As the Goddin incident might indicate, the Walker County Republican
organization was at best divided, at worst in disarray. In spite of the coun-
ty's black majority and the necessity of keeping it loyal to the party, white
party leaders seemed reluctant to grant them a portion of local power.
Beyond the racial question, the local party organization suffered from fre-
quent clashes of personality and ambitions among its white leadership.
Often at the center of clashes within the leadership clique lay the efforts of
persons competing to gain Davis' favor. The value of Davis' approval
hardly could be exaggerated in a town such as Huntsville, so dependent
upon the state penitentiary patronage. With the passage of the Enabling Act
in July 1870, which allowed the governor to appoint his own men to as
many as 8,500 local and state offices, the administration became increas-
ingly entangled in local affairs, including those of Walker County. This
entanglement figured prominently during martial law and occupation. A
description of these significant personalities could be helpful at this point. 1-'
Judge Burnett seems the most powerful and influential of local offi-
cials. Appointed presiding judge of the Thirtieth District by Davis in early
1870, Burnett dominated politics within his district, which included
Grimes, Walker, Madison and Polk counties. His frequent correspondence
with Davis kept the governor informed on events in the area. His links with
Davis made him the voice of the administration in his district, and Burnett
utilized this power to keep other officials in line. The judge seemed to
remove and replace county sheriffs almost at will. Burnett removed Sheriff
W.H. Stewart who - despite his Freedman's Bureau service - seemed too
sympathetic toward local whites. Judge Burnett replaced him with Cyrus
Hess in early January 1871. Hess would be pleasing, Burnett told Davis, to
all "law abiding citizens ... especially Republicans."''''
One man who did not please Judge Burnett, yet who retained personal
influence, was W.E. Horne, district attorney of the Thirtieth District. Also
an appointee of Davis', Home came from Georgia and served in the consti-
tutional convention of ]868-69 at the youthful age of twenty-nine. Davis
planned to assign Horne a frontier post, yet on the enthusiastic recom-
mendation of Houston publisher J.G. Tracy, he kept Horne in eastern
Texas. Though Burnett reported to Davis that Home prosecuted the trial of
Outlaw, Wright, and McParrish in an "able manner," the judge generally
decried Horne's work. Burnett, while maintaining that he liked Home per-
sonally, frequently complained of his subordinate's lack of energy and dili-
gence. IS
Among the Huntsville party leadership. Mortimer H. Goddin wielded
considerable power. Before his abortive mayoral appointment, Goddin had
been acti ve in the party. At forty-one, the Virginia-born Goddin served as a
delegate to the constitutional convention of 1868-1869. Prior to his conven~
..
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tion service, Goddin served as an officer in the Freedman '5 Bureau. During
the campaign in 1869, Goddin earned the distaste of many whites by his
work with the predominantly black membership of Huntsville's Loyal
League chapter. After Davis' election, Goddin continued to organize blacks
within the county's Republican Party. By January 1870 his actions helped
inflame anti-Republican feeling in Walker County, causing him to write
Governor Davis. "They are trying to kill all your prominent friends here."
Despite his near frantic tone, Goddin had reason to fear for the safety of
Radicals in Walker County. Four whites tried to kill him in 1867 while he
served in the Freedmen's Bureau. At the same time, he shared the frustra-
tions of many of the beleaguered Radicals in the area. It seemed as though
no one on the outside wanted to help. Following initial senate rejection of
his mayoral nomination in 1870, Goddin angrily accused party rivals in
Walker County of having conspired against him and of being "anti-
Radica1." Iii
Despite all perceived threats to his life and career, Goddin continued
his work in the Loyal League. Each week he could be seen marching
through the square in Huntsville with black League members, Hdrunk as
usual." Goddin also held a commission in the First Regiment of the state
militia in Huntsville. Ultimately, perhaps to preserve the reputation of the
Republican Party among local whites, Davis managed to push through
Goddin's appointment as mayor of Huntsville. Goddin served as postmas-
ter and county juage as well. Despite such local influence, Goddin's con-
tacts with Governor Davis grew fewer in 1870, especially as J.R. Burnett's
influence increased. 17
So an already charged atmosphere erupted into violence in Burnett's
courtroom on January 11. With the escapees long gone and the telegraph
temporarily out of commission, letters became the only means of commun-
ication with Austin and Governor Davis. Adjutant General James Davidson
received a detailed report from Captain L.H. McNeely describing events.
McNelly blamed Sheriff Hess and "outside parties" for allowing the prison-
ers to obtain weapons. Burnett wrote Davis offering as detailed an account
of the situation as he could. Burnett, however, did not share McNelly's sus-
picion of Hess. "I believe that Mr. Hess is an honest man," the judge
assured the governor, '"but his carelessness in this case caused me to
remove him." The new sheriff, James P. Butler, was a prominent local
Republican, having served in the Union Army, the Freedmen's Bureau, as a
delegate to the constitutional convention of 1868-1869. and as a member of
the state Republican executive committee. IS
The judge continued to explain to Davis that a severe response to
events in Walker County could prove counterproductive. Instead, to calm
the situation, he requested the dispatch of an additional twenty state police.
On January 17, Burnett wrote Davis again, reiterating his recommendation
against draconian measures. Now, the judge stressed that "prudential con-
siderations" demanded that Davis avoid the usc of the militia. Only as a
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last resort should the militia be called. Burnett insisted, as its high number
of blacks could inflame the situation. '9
Burnett remained wary of the townspeople. Captain Hightower, a
defense attorney in the trial, supposedly sought to raise a mob to attack the
legal authorities. Death threats were made against both Burnett and Horne.
An actual attempt against Burnett's life failed on the night of January 12. A
conspiracy led by the fonner sheriff, Stewart, whom Burnett had removed
only a month before. appeared to be responsible, though no court action
was ever initiated. The citizens' attitude toward authorities frustrated
Horne, who wrote Davis on January 26: "There were so many sympathiz-
ers and aiders in the escape that I prefer stating who were not [involved]."20
Burnett cited I.H. Benton and Colonal Abercrombie, both attorneys;
also, Horne endorsed the actions of Dr. W.A. Rawlings and an employee at
Rawlings' apothecary, Mr, Bush. Burnett cited a Colonel Watkins and
Magruder Wynne as being helpful to the authorities. Watkins and Wynne
unsuccessfully tried to gather a public meeting to denounce the actions of
the mob. Perhaps in an effort to encourage continued expressions of citizen
support for the administration, the Daily State Journal remarked: "It is for-
tunate ... that there are those in Walker County representing both wealth
and intelligence, and not in sympathy with the Republican party who
[nonethelessl sustain the court."21
Public sympathies sided with the escapees for a variety of reasons.
Sam Jenkins' race and his "obnoxious" behaviors motivated defiance.
Many questioned the trial's fairness. According to one Austin paper, Judge
Burnett supposedly read from a lengthy written opinion. indicating that he
prejudged the case. This supposedly accounted for the public's outraged
reaction. Judge Burnett's opinion became such an issue that the Daily State
Journal published it in full. The Journal pointed out that citizen attempts to
justify violence failed to account for the apparent s.muggling of weapons to
the defendants beforehand. Burnett repeatedly asserted his own impartiality
in the case. Assuring Davis that he deliberated "conscientiously," Burnett
remained convinced of the defendants' guilt. Burnett's decision became a
source of contention only after the Walker County disturhance became a
state-wide cause celebre. One of the incident's earliest mentions in a state-
wide daily seems to confirm Burnett's honesty in the case. 22
Flake's Daily Bulletin printed news of the courtroom gunbattle with-
out alteration from the Navasota Ranger. The item s.aid of the Huntsville
trial that "the evidence was so strong against them [the accusedJ that they
were committed to jail." Ordinarily anti-administration, the moderate
Republican Flake's seemed convinced that justice had been done in
Huntsvi IIe. 2_,
By January 20, the news of the riot had reached Davis in Austin. He
authorized Burnett to "'infonn the citizens of Walker County that these
outrages that have taken place will bring upon them severe expense and
.,
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retribution .... " The governor dispatched Colonel T.M. Gibbs, recently in
Hill County, to Huntsville to coordinate a return to order. After promising
Gibbs that he would "sustain" him funy, Davis quickly became irritated
with the colonel's inability to restore calm. Burnett, however, explained
that Gibbs lacked manpower not resolve. The local militia were demoral-
ized by "false reports" and public sympathy with the outlaws. On February
6 Burnett informed Davis that only outside troops would end the crisis,
abandoning his previous reluctance to advise extreme measures. The judge
recommended federal troops, but added that if such aid was impossible,
then state troops should be sent from Washington or some other distant
county. Judge Burnett now felt that matters in Huntsville took precedence
over the matter of the escapees, Wright and McParrish. Captain McNeely,
the judge told Davis, already felt that the pair had escaped to Louisiana or
Arkansas.24
Burnett, meanwhile, tended to the other areas of his district. Horne,
the district attorney, was needed to assist him, but had gone to Austin. "If
Horne will apply himself," Burnett wrote Davis complaining of Horne's
conduct, he would do a fine job as district attorney. However, the judge
confided his mistrust of Horne, Horne continued to irritate BurnetL On
February 10, the judge wrote Davis rejoicing that "Walker County will be
made to feel ... the enforcement of the laws." Burnett devoted most of his
brief letter to complaining about Home. By February 16, the judge appar-
ently had grown quite tired of his district attorney, who had yet to return
from Austin. Burnett bitterly told the governor that he had appointed a dis-
trict attorney pro tempore to help in Home's absence. Home represented a
"source of embarrassment" to Burnett. Matters at this date were simply too
muddled for Davis to worry over Horne's ineptitude. Burnett's letters,
however, did set the stage for Horne's removal at the right moment.
Burnett's carping assured that the district attorney's time was running OUt. 25
In Austin, the administration had been under considerable pressure
from the legislature over the recent declaration of martial law in Hill
County. The senate called on Governor Davis to supply infonnation and
documents concerning affairs in Hill County and developments in Walker
County. Governor Davis complied, and his report was presented to the sen-
ate on February 8. 2h
The administration employed the Daily State Journal to give the
Davis government's version of the whole matter. On January 22, the
Journal made public news of the jailbreak in Huntsville. By January 27,
the story had been clarified sufficiently for the Journal to offer the first
articulation of the administration line. Finally, after Davis' report had
reached the senate, the paper divulged all that was known, as well as docu-
ments concerning events in both Hill and Walker Counties.27
In his report, Davis told the senate that he was unaware of any "paral-
lel to this Walker County affair for overbearing lawlessness.' Conceding
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that "many of the citizens of that county depreciate the act," Davis
nonetheless criticized Walker County citizens for having "supinely stood
by" as the outlaws escaped. Davis hedged on declaring martial law up until
his report to the senate. Now he ardently threatened: "I am preparing to
send troops into Walker County and martial law will be proclaimed therein,
the guilty parties ... punished ... and the cost assessed upon the people of
the county. "20
Governor Davis' reluctance to declare manial law seems influenced
by a variety of factors. First, the roughly concurrent outbreaks of violence
in Hill and Walker counties made action in both at once prohibitive.
Second, Davis' usual modus operandi mandated a warning and time for
Walker County's citizens to think better of the situation. A warning came
via Judge Burnett in Davis' letter of January 20. Facing legislative scrutiny,
Davis surely delayed to ascertain the legislature's attitude. When his report
awaited consideration by the Senate Committee on Militia, a committee
dominated by Radicals, it must have been clear that legislative approval
would be forthcoming, Still, the governor waited until February 15 to send
the militia to Huntsville. The senate committee issued its favorable report
on February 17, barely forty-eight hours after Adjutant General James
Davidson left for Walker County. 2~
Davis issued Special Orders Number Eighteen to the adjutant general
on February 15. Under these orders, Davidson made haste to Huntsville,
proclaiming martial law as of February 20 - still allowing lag-time
between martial law and the report of the Committee on Militia. Davis con-
ferred authority upon Davidson to try citizens before a military tribunal if
"justice can be better served." If any doubt or question arose concerning
either objectives or procedure, Davis instructed Davidson to contact Austin
for clarification.-1D
Upon his arrival in Huntsville, Davidson established a court martial to
convene on February 22 and succeeding days until the cases of more than
twenty defendants could be processed. The court roll read like a litany of
prominent Republicans from the area. Colonel T.M. Gibbs, of Grimes
County, presided, assisted by Captains G.W. Farrow and Mortimer Goddin.
Four lieutenants also sat on the court, B.F. Baldridge of Brazos County,
G.H. Stacey of Walker, S.C. Graves of Grimes, and G.W. Jones of Houston
County. W.E. Home served as judge advocate. Davidson also set up a tri-
bunal Lo try cases involving members of the militia and the State Police.
This court martial was to meet in Anderson, Grimes County.31
The extent of the townspeople's complicity needed to be established
before a decision could be made concerning the assessment of the Militia
Tax. W.E. Horne informed Davidson on February 24 that action against the
entire population might not be necessary or politically wise. "I have had
evidence to satisfy me," the judge advocate wrote, "that the great majority
and in fact the citizens generally of the county had no sympathy [with the
..
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outlaws]." Horne's report fell on deaf ears. Davidson imposed a tax of fifty
cents on $100 valuation upon the entire county. With the county's total val-
uation in 1870 being $1,452,380, Davidson's tax raised approximately
$7621.09 to defray the expenses of martial law. This figure represents more
than two thirds of the county's tax revenue in 1870 and is fifty percent
above the county's total debt that year. Given these figures, however, mar-
tiallaw cost each person in Walker County a modest seventy-five cents. J2
Administration of martial law in Walker County proved difficult. The
military government was rent by internal controversy; once by revelations
forcing the removal of a member. and twice by resignations. The county
sheriff also resigned amid the difficulties of helping enforce martial law.
During the court martial's investigation, evidence came to light dam-
aging Judge Advocate Horne's credibility. A member of the grand jury,
which in December 1870 had taken testimony from Sam Jenkins, presented
a written statement to Davidson detailing a conversation he had had with
Horne shortly after Jenkins' death. "Well, I must confess 1 was not sur-
prised this morning when I heard of his death," Horne supposedly said.
When asked to clarify himself, Horne replied: "Did you notice the animus
manifested by the damned old scoundrel when he gave his testimony
before us yesterday evening?" "He has set himself up," Home allegedly
continued, "as a target ... I have always noticed that when a man makes a
target of himself ... someone shoots .... ":1_1
This revelation resulted in Horne's removal as judge advocate. An
embarrassed, contrite Horne wrote Adjutant General Davidson to explain
himself. Home did not deny the conversation; rather, he attempted to por-
tray it as his effort to "play detective." It represented an honest effort to
gain local confidence, Horne explained; once close, Home felt he could
improve his effectiveness as a prosecutor. "'I have paid more dearly both in
purse and mental anguish lthan most who have worked in the area]," Home
pleaded. After defending himself, he resigned, though his removal already
represented a fait accompli. In his letter of the same date to Governor
Davis, l.R. Burnett remarked that Davidson had labored "under consider-
able embarrassment" owing to the lack of an effective judge advocate.
Burnett also utilized the opportunity to complain about Horne's service as
district attorney..l4
Ultimately, two more members of the martial law administration
resigned. A member of the court marital. Lt. G.H. Stacey, resigned in early
March, after most of the trials had been completed. "I feel a delicacy in
filling the responsibility," Stacey wrote Davidson, "and cannot render my
decision in accordance with my feelings." No indication appeared in
Stacey's letter of what prompted him to resign. A second resignation took
place the week previously when J.P. Butler. who had replaced Sheriff Hess,
quit on the ground~ of his own "incompetence." No indication was made of
any circumstances which prompted Butler's resignation. Only Judge
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Burnett's terse approval of Butler's action and his notation that he "con-
curs" with Butler's reasoning gives any indication of the nature of the
events which prompted Butler's resignation. J5
Trials were now the order of the day in Huntsville. The trials of Cyrus
Hess, the former sheriff, and Nathaniel Outlaw proved the most lengthy and
detailed of the court martial's proceedings, The court martial tried nearly
twenty other defendants for offenses ranging from having untied the horse of
a fleeing prisoner to failing to heed the call of the sheriff for a posse,
Standard procedure of the court involved an arreignment of the prisoner, at
which time the accused entered his plea. Often, the defendants also entered a
"plea of jurisdiction" challenging the COllrt martial's authority over civilians.
Cyrus Hess stood before the court on charges of incompetence - that
he inadequately protected the prisoners - and negligence which resulted in
their escape, To both charges the former sheriff pleaded not guilty. Hess
also challenged the jurisdiction of the court citing the habeas corpus provi-
sions of both the state and federal constitutions. Among the witnesses
called by the prosecution were Judge Burnett and Lt. McNelly. Burnett
claimed that Hess had ignored his warning that there might be trouble and
had not taken adequate measures. McNelly, whose suspicions of Hess
already have been documented, also testified to the sheriff's negligence.
The court found Hess guilty on the second charge - that of negligence -
but not guilty on that of incompetence. Still. the penalty remained severe
enough. The court fined the hapless former sheriff S250, committing him
to jail until the fine had been paid. j/\
Nathaniel Outlaw's murder trial rehashed the facts presented the
month before. Outlaw was again found guilty and sentenced to five years.
Adjutant General Davidson angrily reproved the court, accepting its ver-
dict, but viewing the light sentence against Outlaw with "unqualified disap-
probation." Davis chastised the adjutant general for attacking the court
martial decision. By March 12, Davis pardoned Outlaw, claiming doubts
about Outlaw's guilt and concern that it had been based largely on circum-
stantial evidence.3'
Flake s Daily Bulletin took Davis to task over the pardon of Outlaw.
Claiming that Davis' action proved him an unjust ruler, the Galveston
paper excoriated the governor, angrily charging Davis with sneaking "out
of the results by pardoning a man he knew to have been illegally con-
demned." Flake's did not doubt Outlaw's guilt, but it disagreed with the
court martial's jurisdiction. Outlaw sued Governor Davis and Davidson in
1872, claiming false imprisonment. A judgement came in his favor, declar-
ing the martial-law proclamation illegal and unconstitutional, awarding the
accused murderer $20,000. A new trial was granted, resulting in the up-
holding of martial law and dismissal of the award to Outlaw.3~
George W. Rather and Thomas Walker allegedly aided in the escape
of Joseph Wright. Rather supposedly unhitched Wright's horse at the
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square. Walker allegedly provided the escapee with a horse and a shotgun.
Both men were found guilty. Rather received the lighter sentence of the
two: SI 00 fine and thirty days in jail. Walker received a $500 fine and was
jailed until payment. Both defendant~ were represented by Abercrombie
and Benton, who petitioned the governor for a remittance of their fines.
Rather's family simply could not afford to pay, and Walker represented his
widowed mother's only means of support. The petitions to the governor
bore the signatures of Walker County Republican leaders H.C. Oliphant
and D.W. Howard. as well as members of the court martial. By late March,
the governor had granted not only remittances, but full pardons to both. 3Y
Eight others were arrested and tried by the court martial for failing to
obey the summons of Sheriff Hess to form a posse. In the case of Benjamin
Courtadt, the evidence seemed inconclusive. Testimony cast some doubt on
the notion that Hess had sought his aid. Still the court martial found
Courtadt guilty and fined him $100. Governor Davis, upon the recommen-
dation of Davidson, ultimately pardoned him. The remaining seven defen-
dants stood trial together. Of these, five were convicted and fined $100
each. Defendant C. Breffield received a remittance of his fine by the court
martial to $10, because his excuse for not responding to Hess' call
involved a medical problem. Despite his claim that he never received a
summons from Hess, defendant G. Luff's sentence stood as did that of
John Garrett, who pled that his age - eighteen - and his lack of a horse pre-
vented his helping Hess.40
On March 6, after the completion of the trials, Davidson issued orders
withdrawing Colonel Gibbs, his Grimes County troops, and the militia
units from Houston County. Captain M.H. Goddin assumed command of
the mix.ed force of State Police and local militia and enforced martial law
until all the Militia Tax had been collected. Strict regulations were given
Goddin to avoid harsh treatment of the citizenry. All questions concerning
his orders must be cleared by Davidson via telegraph. Davidson's orders
prohibited the use of force except in extreme circumstances and then only
after consultation with Austin.41
The use of militia to quelJ the Walker County disturbance of 1871
sheds light upon the processes and priorities of the Davis administration
and helps to refute the assumptions of traditional Reconstruction historians
about the rule of the Radical Republicans in Texas. On a broader level,
Edmund Davis acted to protect his political constituencies, gain new sup-
port through acting to halt lawlessness, and centralize power in Austin.
With respect to details, the governor's actions were based on past experi-
ence in Madison and Hill counties: seeking to avoid overreaction, warning
errant populations of his willingness to use force, and preventing subordi-
nates from acting independently of his command. Rather than a capricious
dictator, Davis appears a pragmatic politician seeking to prevent a loss of
political power, hoping to build a broader political base, and avoiding
alienation of the Texas populace.
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THE C.I.O. POLITICAL ACTION COMMITTEE AND
CONGRESSMAN MARTIN DIES' DEPARTURE
FROM CONGRESS:
LABOR'S INFLATED CLAIMS
•
by Dennis K. McDaniel
Congressman Martin Dies of Orange, Texas, in 1938 founded and was
named chairman of the House Special Committee on Cn-American
Activities, first known in popular parlance as the Dies Committee, later as
HUAC. This conservative congressman from the Southeast Texas oil-refin-
ing region was amply anti-union. Thus, the left side of the labor movement
(largely the CIa) was delighted when, contrary to all expectations, this
seven-term congressman suddenly announced on May 12, 1944 that he
would not stand for reelection that year, and that he was leaving Congress
and politics. Dies' decision puzzled political observers, while journalists
generally accepted the CIa claim that it had scared Dies out.
The scholarly record accumulated in the intervening years shows that
the historians followed the journalists' lead in misinterpreting the event.
Here we will try to demonstrate how Dies' retirement in 1944 was mi scon-
strued when it occurred, and how it has remained misunderstood virtually
until today.
The miscomprehension began when the labor movement - the CIa
and its Political Action Committee in particular - immediately took credit
in 1944 for pushing Dies out of Congress. At that time the CIa badly want-
ed to get rid of Dies, and just weeks before his surprise withdrawal colum-
nist Drew Pearson had repeated CIO claims that the union was getting into
position in Texas' Second Congressional District to vote Dies out. The for-
tuitous timing of Pearson's column made the CIO claim immediately plau-
sible when Dies quit a few weeks later. The CIa and its Political Action
Committee reinforced the belief by crowing over the accomplishment.
From the time Dies withdrew, the CIa victory claim spread through
much of the media, was repeated endlessly, and finally became so
ingrained that every scholar who discussed labor in this period invariably
credited the CIO and its Political Action Committee with victory over the
Texas reactionary. The reality was more mundane.
In 1984 a graduate student at the University of Houston, Patience
Evans, in a master's thesis that was a first-class piece of historical analysis,
showed that Pearson and the CIa were entirely wrong in 1944, and that
had Dies stayed in the election he unquestionably would have retained his
seat. Building on Evans' discoveries, I found evidence in Dies' letters writ-
ten early in 1944 that he was confident he would win ifhe ran.
Dermis K. McDaniel i,~ the administrator of The Brmldywine Battlefield Park at Chadds Ford.
Penn.~yJvanhi.
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Evans provided evidence for her conclusion by examining the Texas
electoral system, and also by looking at Dies' successful electoral record,
his district's demography, and the poll taxes paid there in 1944. She found
that the CIa's claimed int1ux of new union voters (some 70,000) in the dis-
trict - registered, paid up, and ready to throw Dies out - was nonexistent. I
Evans located the origin of the myth in Pearson's "Washington Merry-
Go-Round" column of April 1, 1944, a piece which made its appearance a
providential six weeks before Dies' withdrawal. Pearson apparently got his
infonnation about the 70,000 voters from Sidney Hillman or CIa sources,
and the canard that the CIa could drive Dies out started its long life. As
recently as 1989, respected labor historian Nelson Lichtenstein repeated
the fable, and not long before, in 1987, the aged battler George Seldes, who
claimed to have had a role in the Dies dismissal at In Fact magazine,
repeated the yarn with particularly gratuitous exaggerations. And they were
not alone_~
Surprisingly. Evans found that the error actually had been uncovered
immediately in 1944. The arch-conservative Dallas Morning News studied
Pearson's report, looked at the paid-up poll taxes in Dies' District, and
reported that there had been no massive influx of union member voters.
But that revelation was not widely disseminated.3
While the Dallas Morning News did not explain how voting and non-
voting then worked in Texas, we can do so: the electoral laws in effect in
1944 aimed to prevent voting. The law required lengthy residency before
registration: one year in the state, six months in the county, and ninety days
in the precinct. Moreover, a poll tax had to be paid, and it had to be paid in
person in January - before potential voters knew if there was going to be a
contest that might make voting worthwhile that year. This meant simply
that the legislature had erected many barners against voting; poll tax pay-
ments had to be repeated every year and many residents were ineligible to
register because of recent changes of re~idence, The potential voter had to
have a decisive interest to hop all the hurdles.
Moreover, the Democratic Party primary - the real election in Texas at
the time - was white only until the Supreme Court struck down the race
rule in 1944. In the spring of 1944 essentially no blacks were registered in
the Democratic Party in Dies' District. ~
No huge influx of new white voters could be found, either. The poll
tax records showed 66,295 paid in the district in 1940,61,009 in 1942, and
75.924 in 1944. The net increase from 1940 was only about 10,000, and the
percentage increase from 1942 about twenty-four percent. a substantial
increase but not nearly enough to dent Dies' impressive incumbency posi-
tion. And this was true even though approximately fifty-seven percent of
all voters in the district were in the two industrialized counties of Jefferson
and Orange (and presumably, therefore, more open to labor's appeals).5
Dies was electorally strong in the district before 1944, and strong long
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afterward. In the Senate race in 1941 he garnered fifty-seven percent of the
vote against W. Lee "Pappy" Q'Daniel (the winner), Lyndon Johnson, and
others. When Dies returned to politics in 1952 he got sixty-four percent of
the district's vote in a large primary field for the Texas at-large House seat.6
In 1944 the relatively few and new shipyard and refinery workers reg-
istered in Dies' district did not necessarily favor change, and did not neces-
sarily oppose Dies. While a majority usually voted for CIO union certifica-
tion at the shipyard or refinery, a substantial minority opposed the union.
The new arrivals were not class-conscious workers relocated from the
industrial Northeast; most were educationally deprived men and women
from fanns and little towns in the South who believed the usual conserva-
tive shibboleths. They might vote for the union to raise pay, but at the polls
they were capable of choosing almost anyone because they did not under-
stand the most ordinary left-right distinctions; and they maintained tradi-
tional racism. No case can be made that they were progressives.7
When Dies made his announcement in May 1944, people who knew
Lone Star politics - the Texas delegation in the House of Representatives,
for ex.ample - understood that he could not be defeated in his district. They
dismissed as improbable his stories about ill-health and desire not to turn
into a professional politician. and tried to figure out the "real" reason for
his departure. They could not ask him because he stayed in Texas, as he
had been in the habit of doing after March 1944. The Texas delegation gos-
siped and concluded that someone must have evidence of a Dies pecca-
dillo, and was holding the information over his head to force him out. The
Texans could think of no explanation but blackmail for Dies' departure.
They had no evidence for such speculation; it evolved simply because
Dies' sLated reasons werc incredible to them. Here Dies was done an injus-
tice insofar as the gossip turned on sexual innuendo. Dies apparently took
money during his career as HUAC chairman, but that was not known to his
House colleagues among whom Dies always had the reputation of being
fiscally honest; inasmuch as the congressional gossips sought an explana-
tion in a hidden sex escapade, they were almost certainly wrong. Dies had
a weakness for money, not women. 8
Congressman Martin Dies' son, Judge Martin Dies, provided a
straightforward explanation for Dies' withdrawal announcement in May
1944: he said his father thought he had cancer of the throat and was going
to die. This in part conflrms Dies' statement in the New York Times in
1944 that he was under the care of Dr. Frederick Fowler for a "throat disor-
der '" which .. , may require a serious operation."9 Dies, a heavy cigar
smoker. was frightened, for he apparently did for a brief time think he had
throat cancer.
Of greater importance, however, was the fact that he was discouraged
because his political career was going nowhere. For him that meant he was
not heading for the Senate anytime soon, and maybe never. He had been
..
,
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trounced badly in most of Texas in his Senate effort in 1941, and that had
discouraged him profoundly. His premonition in 1944 that he might never
get to the Senate turned out to be true, though he did try one more time, in
1957.
Another factor favoring Dies' decision was that he had become finan-
cially comfortable by 1944. His oil leases, real estate, bond holdings, and
congressional earnings, added to the money he had accepted under the
table to influence his behavior as chairman or HUAC, amounted to tidy
sums of income and accumulation. He felt that he could live the rest of his
life without working. Insofar as financial need was concerned, that was
probably true. When he did go back to lawyering a year or so later, and
when he reentered politics in 1952, he did not do so for money, but in order
to have something to do, and to try one last time to get to the Senate. to
Finally, in the years after his Senate-race defeat Dies had been by
turns ready to quit, or willing to go on, depending upon his moon. There is
evidence that as early as the Spring of 1942 he was considering buying a
house in Lufkin and retiring there. And right after his withdrawal he let slip
in a private letter that "to retire to private life ... is really what I have want-
ed to do for a long time."11
As it happened, the early months of 1944 had been one of his liveliest
periods since the Senate-race disaster in 1941. He shook some of the
lethargy of the intervening years, and temporarily regained the enthusiasm
for politics that he had exhibited until 1941. In January 1944 hc began to
work on his congres&ional reelection campaign, studying means to head off
potential problems - as he had always done in the 19305. But in 1944 there
were no problems. In January, for example, he easily obtained the promise
of an endorsement from AFL President William Green, who presumably
saw it as a way to take a whack at the CIO. Green offered to mail his
endorsement of Dies either directly to the congressman or to the local labor
council. Dies opted for the latter course, and Green sent the letter to the
Beaumont Trades and Labor Assembly. But Green either mishandled the
mailing or sought intentionally to railroad the local counell, for he sent it to
the Beaumont Enterprise in advance, with the result that Green's letter
appeared on the paper's front page on February 1, 1944, before the nominal
labor-group addressees had received their copy. That made them angry, and
they passed a huffy resolution aimed at the Beaumont Enterpri,!}"e, which
printed a story about it on February 3. It was pointless for the labor leaders
to attack the Enterprise or even Dles when it was William Green who was
at fault. This teapot typhoon, insignificant in itself, showed how close Dies
was to Green and how powerless local labor assemblies were in relation to
their national leadership. It also showed how rehably the biggest newspa-
per in the district, the Beaumont Enterprise, kept Dies infonned and how it
served as his regional mouthpiece. '2
At this point Dies was less worried about his re-election than was his
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ever-analytical Port Arthur political advisor, Postmaster Stewart Martin. 13
The latter sent Dies unusually complete intelligence reports on local atti-
tudes while Dies in turn mailed a steady stream of material to the coopera-
tive Enterprise. Dies' confidence grew daily, and by late March he wrote
that "a group of my friends made a very careful survey of the district and
advised me that the comments of 75 percent of the people were very strong
in my favor. In fact, my friends believe that I am stronger today than ever
before." Dies' friends were absolutely correct. 14
That is the last of Dies' cheery optimism. On Sunday, April 23, 1944,
Dies traveled to Dallas by car, but became ill en route and turned back to
Jasper. Texas, where one of his two Texas homes was located. Shortly
afterward he went to Galveston or Houston (the record is contradictory) for
a medical examination and learned about the possible cancer. With that, the
rush of memory of his Senate-race humiliation, and the surge of fear drove
him to throw in the towel. Illness, discouragement, wealth, laziness, and a
political broken heart drove Dies back to Texas; it was not the CIO or the
Communists that got him, as he later claimed. Until the psychological
excuse that the ill-health assessment provided, he had been confident that
he could beat them. I.,
Dies learned almost immediately that nothing imminent threatened his
health. Within four days of his withdrawal he wrote matter-of-factly to
Evalyn Walsh McLean, the Washington socialite who had long befriended
him and Mrs. Dies, that he was returning to Houston "next week for a tinal
check-up" and expressing the belief that "rest and freedom from the strain
under which I have lived and worked so long will do more than medical
science." Considering his record of frequently absenting himself from the
House of Representatives for months on end, it was hard to see that he had
been under much strain in the later years.
Dies also tried to convince Mrs. McLean that he "was unable to con-
duct a campaign. and [he] could not afford to submit [this] case to the peo-
ple without being heard." This was untrue; he would have won whether the
Texas Second District heard his case or not. Dies was simply making
excuses to cover his desire, evergrowing since 1941, to indulge himself. 16
As of May 13, 1944, the only thing the world knew was that Martin
Dies, founder and chairman of the feared House Special Committee on Un-
American Activities, was leaving Congress. Labor thought, or claimed to
think. that it had scared him out. Insiders believed that he must have been
framed or blackmailed. But the real reasons were personal - political dis-
appointment. a touch of laziness. and a health scare.
For several years, no one talked much about Martin Dies and his
departure. He was out of politics and Joe McCarthy did not appear until six
years afterward as a significant public figure who might be compared to
him. and there the matter rested until Dies again won election to the House
of Representatives in 1952, this time as Texas' Congressman-at-Large.
•
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Beginning with this campaign, Dies. paradoxically, but for his own rea-
l!' sons, helped propound the myth that the CIa and Communists had driven
him out of public life in 1944. As he reentered politics in 1952 he had to
account for his earlier premature retirement. Since the actual reasons large-
ly were ignoble, hardly amounting to more than laziness and a brief -
though admittedly frightening - touch of ill-health, he needed to invent a
larger explanation, and the Communists and the CIa were it - thus his
.oj claim that they had gone after him viciously in 1944. In 1952 he said that
"I quit public life before [in 1944] because the communists had plagued
me, harassed me, poisoned the minds of my friends and other people about
me ... [so] that I just felt I had to quit."17 And as Dies made clear elsewhere,
he considered the CIa to be virtually synonymous with the Communist
Party in the United States at that time.
Some labor leaders, too, helped promote the legend in later years in
the sense that they claimed that Dies had not been such a big fish to land,
that he had not been as imposing in the early 1940s as some people
claimed. Southeast Texas labor leader and former oil-refinery organizer,
Morris Akin, claimed in an interview in 1971 that Dies actually had helped
union organization in Southeast Texas because the wild charges he made
against the CIO rebounded against him and made workers want to join the
union. But that view represented an inaccurate memory of a past seen
through rose-colored spectacles~ it was made in a period when labor still
deceived itself in the belief that it was strong politically. In that context,
Akin may have thought that reaction to Dies had assisted CIO organizing
in lefferson County, but in 1942 the state CIa, and in 1944 the national
CIO, had certainly not felt that way. They had understood that Dies was a
powerful threat, and they wanted to get rid of him. In 1942 the Texas CIO
convention resolved to work for Dies' "retirement," and two years later
Sidney Hillman's CIa Political Action Committee very much wanted to
defeat Dies although, a~ has been indicated, they were quite incapable of
doing it. t8
Any consideration of Martin Dies' career inevitably elicits a compari-
son with that of Senator Joseph McCarthy. This has long been true, and in
1953 such comparisons came with special frequency; Dies was again
prominent in the public eye as he returned to Congress after an eight-year
hiatus, while McCarthy had become famous in the interim, and was then
riding high - his downfall still almost two years in the future. McCarthy
was the name on everyone's lips. The newspapers backing him were those
whose support Dies had enjoyed in the days of his own eminence -
McCormick, Hearst, and the innumerable small-city, right-wing papers that
are such a persistent feature of North American life. In 1953, a typlcal
McCormick editorial stated that "they are ganging up on Sen. McCarthy
these days exactly a& they ganged up on Rep. Dies."19 During the McCarthy
years, 1950-1955, newspapers reiterated a version of that claim: not only
had "they" ganged up on Dies, but he had been silenced. Examples of this
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(among many) appeared in Giddings, Texas; Prescott, Arizona; Tulsa,
Oklahoma; and Houston newspapers.20
Dies had not been forced out of Congress in 1944. but had left under
his own power for genuinely personal reasons. Furthermore, he was not
afterward "silenced," but spoke often with at least good coverage in Texas
from 1945 until his return to Congress. The Hearst comparison of Dies and
McCanhy was spurious when written. And although McCarthy was more-
or-less silenced in 1955. the "they" who did it certainly covered a wide bi-
partisan range.
Probably the best proof of all this is that as late as 1959 the John Birch
magazine was writing in a review/reminder of Dies' old book, The Trojan
Horse (] 940), that "Martin Dies paid for his shrewd insight with his politi-
cal life .... [T]he New Deal - Fair Deal Establishment systematically
destroyed the health and political career of Martin Dies."21 That is pure
fantasy.
The belief that Dies had been "silenced" and drivcn out of public life.
which was earlier CIa propaganda staple, by the 1950s had become a myth
of the ultra-right. A look at the dates of the sources suggest that the tale
received its widest acceptance after 1950, implying that the CIa had not
been as effective in propagating the Dies fiction in ] 944-1953 as the right
was with its disinfonnation campaign after] 952. Paradoxically, the CIa
Political Actlon Committee was granted more legendary power by the right
than it had ever won for itself; the reason was that the right exploited the
legend as part of the anti-communist frenzy which it so successfully gener-
ated in those years.
Happily. humor may be found in the midst of the right-ring hysteria of
the 19505, When Martin Dies travelled to Jackson. Mississippi, in 1957 to
present an ami-civil rights speech in the municipal auditorium. a history-
creating Southern columnist. Florence Si11ers Ogden. confessed in a local
paper thaL in 1944 she had "grieved when thousands of outsidc workers
were sent down to his district in Texas and stayed there long enough to
vote and defeat Mr. Dies for Congress."n This was totally absurd, as we
have seen, yet it shows the effectiveness of the right's campaign. for this
lady had embellished the Dies. story in her own mind to the point where
Dies had not withdrawn before the primary. but actually had run and been
defeated by the CIO.
The facts were that the CIa had never been close to defeating Martin
Dies in Southeast Texas or anywhere else. And the only reason that anyone
today thinks that it could have must be credited to the propaganda cam-
paign that the right-wing parties have forwarded since the 1950s.
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President Gerald Ford signed Public Law 93-439 on October 11, 1974,
establishing an 84,550-acre Big Thicket National Preserve scattered over a
seven-county area of Southeast Texas. The president's signature ended a
forty-seven year dispute between timber firms and preservationists over the
future use of that East Texas wilderness. I
Part of the reason for the length of the dispute was the difficulty of
defining the Big Thicket. What is the Big Thicket, and where is it located
are questions which people have tried to answer for years. Indeed, without
a consensus definition the timber firms, who owned much of the land
slated for preservation, could argue that their land was not part of the Big
Thicket and should not be included in any proposed preserve.
Because of its very nature iL was extremely difficult La assign any def-
inition to the Big Thicket. Some critics of the preservation movement have
attributed the difficulty in arriving at a consensus definition to the fact that
the Big Thicket is non-existent. It is, according to these unbelievers, noth-
ing more than '; ... a gullible and romantic state of mind:'2 These skeptics
maintain that at best the area is simply the western extension of the South~
eastern Evergreen Forest which begins in Virginia and extends across the
entire South. These critics believe there is nothing within the East Texas
pine forest to distinguish one area from another.'
Even those who recognized the existence of a Big Thicket differed
widely on its location. John Henry Kirby. an early Texas timber baron,
claimed that the Big Thicket was located only in Hardin County. The
Handbook of Texas, however, states that the name originally applied to the
entire area encOlnpassed by the Old San Antonio Road on the north and the
coastal prairies on the south. The eastern boundary was the Sabine River,
and the western extreme touched the Brazos River.4
According to Frederick W. Simmonds, Professor of Geology at the
University of Texas early in the twentieth century and one of the pioneer
geographers of the state, the Big Thicket covered between 100 to 225
square miles in the lower part of Hardin County.' Vernon Bailey, in his
United States Department of Agriculture bulletin entitled Biological Survey
of Texas, stated that the Big Thicket was "... a continuation of the Southern
Louisiana swamp country, extending into Texas from the lower Sabine
west to the San Jacinto.... "6 Finally, Elmer H. Johnson, a noted industrial
geographer at the University of Texas. published a study in 1931 entitled
The Natural Regions of Texas. In this work, Johnson did not list any firm
boundaries; however, he did stipulate that the Big Thicket was centered in
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northern Hardin County. It is important to note that none of these men had
made a careful survey of the Big Thicket area. Their references to the
region were nothing more than tangential remarks within their larger
works. 7
This lack of a firm definition of the thicket did not become crucial
until ]927, when R.E. Jackson, a railroad conductor living in Hardin
County. formed the East Texas Big Thicket Association which was dedi-
catcd to saving a portion of the Big Thicket wilderness for posterity. Jack-
son and his colleagues in the Association had witncssed the partial destruc-
tion of the thickct by timber firms. Consequently, Jackson's group began
agitating for either state or federal action to set aside at least 435,000 acres
of the Big Thicket as a wildlife preserve. The preservation movement soon
attracted the support of the Texas Academy of Science; which viewed the
Big Thicket as an outdoor botanicallaboratory.8
Jackson and his followers were able to generate the widespread popu-
lar interest in the Big Thicket needed to gain the political support necessary
to preserve the thicket region. Consequently, Jackson and Dr. Don Baird,
president of the Texas Academy of Science and a biology professor at Sam
Houston State Teachers College, became convinced that a biological and
botanical survey establishing both the boundaries and the biological
uniqueness of the Big Thicket was needed to generate popular support for
the preservation movement.~
The two men who eventually conducted the survey were Hal B. Parks
and Victor L. Cory. At the time, Cory and Parks were the two leading
botanists in the state. Both men worked for the Texas Agricultural
Experiment Stalion. Parks was the State Apiculturalist working out of the
State Apicultural Laboratory in San Antonio. Cory served as the Range
Botanist for the Sonora branch of the Experiment Station. Parks and Cory
first became involved with the East Texas Big Thicket Association while
attending a field meeting of the Texas Academy of Science at the dedica-
tion of the Palmetto State Park in Gonzales County in March 1936. The
two hotanists were visiting the park to obtain plant specimens and to act as
lecture guides for those attending the dedication. lo
At the field meet, supporters of the East Texas Big Thicket Associa-
tion asked Parks and Cory to conduct a botanical survey of the thicket.
Both were non-committal because they were busy preparing a manuscript
entitled Catalogue of the Flora of Texas for publication as Experiment
Station Bulletin Number 550. Nevertheless, the members of the Associa-
tion and Baird continued to badger the two botanists to conduct the survey.
Gradually Parks began to relent. He informed Baird that he would make
the survey if Dr. Arthur B. Conner, director of the Texas Agricultural Ex-
periment Station, consented to the project. 11
In July 1936, Baird and Parks met at a fanner's short course on the
campus of Texas A&M College. Baird once again renewed his pleas, and
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Parks again referred him to Conner. The two parted company after Baird
agreed to present thc proposal to Conner. Parks remained on the campus
fOf a few days following the completion of the short course, and he talked
with Dr. Walter F. Taylor, an employee of the United States Biological
Survey stationed on the A&M campus and a strong Big Thicket advocate.l~
In their conversation, Taylor rcmarked that he was happy to hear that Parks
and Cory werc going to make a survey of the Big Thicket. Parks pleaded
ignorance, claiming that the director had not informed him of any such pro-
ject. Taylor answered Parks' protestation "with a smile from ear to ear."ll
Taylor indicated that he also would accompany the survey party. Returning
to San Antonio, Parks could only surmise that the trip had been approved.
Official confirmation soon came. In early August 1936, Conner wrote
Parks and Cory asking them to co-operate in the project. In addition,
Conner sent the botanists a copy of a telegram he had received from R.E.
Jackson. In the telegram Jackson indicated that U.S. Senator Morris
Sheppard of Texarkana strongly urged that a biological sUfvey of thc Big
Thicket should be completed immediately. At the time, Sheppard was sup-
porting the East Texas Big Thicket Association's plans to create a national
park in the region. With Sheppard's backing, Jackson officially requested
that Parks and Cory be assigned to the survey. Cory, however, was not
enthusiastic about the project. He informed Conner that he wished to dis-
cuss the matter with Parks before consenting to participate. 14
Eventually, Parks persuaded Cory to assist him, and the trip was
scheduled for September 1936. At the appointed date, Cory and Parks met
on the A&M campus, deposited their manuscript on Texas flora at the
Experiment Station, and proceeded to Huntsville, where they were joined
by Baird and by Dr. Samuel R. Warner, a botany professor at Sam Houston
State Teachers College. On September 12, this little group reached Camp
Jackson, a hunter's camp in the Big Thicket west of Kountze in Hardin
County,lS
The first day in the thicket Jackson and John Knight, a hunter for the
U.S. Biological Survey, piloted Cory and Parks through a portion of an
18,OOO-acre lease slated for preservation. The party spent the morning of
the second day cxploring different localities within the thicket. That after-
noon about 100 people from Beaumont and the surrounding area gathered
at Camp Jackson for a barbecue to celebrate the survey. Cory and Parks
gave talks relating to the plant life of the thicket. A thunderstorm prema-
turely ended the proceedings, and the botanists drove into Beaumont to
spend the night. '6
On Monday morning, September 14, Parks and Cory addressed the
Beaumont Chamber of Commerce on the plant life of the region. They
spent the remainder of the day attending a meeting on the promotion of
resources in Southeast Texas, and viewing a pasture demonstration in the
southern part of Jefferson County. I:'
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On Tuesday, the survey party again returned to the Big Thicket region
just north of Silsbee. This time. P.A. Winkler, a landscape gardener and
amateur botanist working on a study of the Trinity and Neches River bot-
toms, served as guide. On this second sojourn into the thicket, Cory
seemed more impressed with the spectacle of a burning well near Silsbee
than with the flora of the thicket. He remarked that the burning well was a
magnificent sight, shooting a mass of flame, smoke, and mud over 100 feet
into the air. After viewing the well, the party spent the rest of the day at
Pine Knot, a private preserve of one of the Big Thicket backers. The next
day Cory and Parks left the Big Thicket for a plant-collecting expedition
along the Gulf Coast The botanists had spent only two and one-half days
of actual exploration in the thicket. The remainder of their time had been
devoted to speech-making and other public relations activities.l~
By the beginning of November 1936, Parks, who assumed total res-
ponsibility for the final report, was hard at work preparing a manuscript
which described the findings of the expedition. In a letter to Cory he out-
lined his general plan for the report. For some unknown reason he chose to
define the Big Thicket hased on its physio-geological factors rather than its
botanical contents,
Pursuing this approach, Parks claimed that the Big Thicket was a nat-
ural life zone whose northern border was the last shore line of the Pliocene
Age. Its southern boundary was set as the shore line of the Gulf of Mexico
during its transgression in the previous interglacial period. Parks set the
western border as the bluff line of the "Ancestral Brazos River." Since the
study dealt only with Texas, he established the eastern boundary of the
thicket at the Sabine River - the dividing line between Texas and
Louisiana. Under this "physio-geology" definition the Big Thicket encom-
passed 3,350,000 acres, including much of the loblolly pine region of East
Texas. Parks pointed out that there were regions of similar vegetation scat-
tered throughout the southern United States. However, he maintained that
the Big Thicket differed by being more extensive and by being less af-
fected by lumbering operations. Later day preservationists were to cling to
the notion that the region stretched over 3,000,000 acres, yet they rejected
the idea that the Big Thicket was unique simply because of its size.'~
After completing this portion of his report, Parks compiled a series of
six lists which enumerated the mammals, birds, reptiles and amphibians,
fish, Mollusca, and plants which were supposed to exist in the Big Thicket.
All of these lists were based on excerpts from pre-existing check lists
which had been published prior to the Big Thicket survey. Parks merely
LOok these check lists and selected those organisms which he believed best
described the flora and fauna within the Big Thicket region. After compil-
ing these lists, he distributed them to people he considered to be biological
experts. These experts were to make corrections and additions to the list.20
The largest list in the report dealt with the plant life of the thicket. In
compiling this list Parks simply took his publication Catalogue of the
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Flora of Texas and extracted the names of those plants which grew in the
timbered portion of southeast Texas. Next, he sent the list to Dr. S.R.
Warner at Sam Houston State Teachers College for revision. Finally, in
November 1936, Parks sent the plant list to Cory, soliciting his comments
and corrections.21 After omitting several plants, Cory returned the list to
Parks complaining, "1 suppose there are various others that should be omit-
ted but my prescnt knowledge of the vegetation of that area is too limited
to know this as a fact."22 Cory's remark merely served to underscore the
superficiality of the entire report. It was at best nothing more than a specu-
lative check list of living organisms within an ill-defined region.
Over the next several weeks Parks continued to polish the manuscript.
Finally, in late December 1936. he completed the report. Parks sent one
copy to Dr. Walter Taylor. He retained only one copy for his personal filc. 2J
By this time Parks was enthusiastic about the report. In a letter to Cory he
exclaimed, "One thing is sure it is quite a complete and correct list of those
organisms which occur within the limits of the original Big Thicket."24 But
he confided to a rather skeptical Cory that the report was, "... sufficiently
flexible as to cover any demand made upon it. "25
The report was published under the title The Fauna and Flora of the
Big Thicket Area. The Beaumont Chamber of Commerce and the Texas
Academy of Science provided the funds to print the manuscript. The first
edition of 2,000 copies was distributed in November 1937, and a revised
edition of 2,000 copies was published in 1938. From the date of its publica-
tion, the Parks and Cory survey became the "Bible" of those wishing to
preserve the region, Over the years it became the most referred to work
about the Big Thicket. 26
Although Parks and Cory's report was superficial, it served as a rally-
ing point for the East Texas Big Thicket Association. As a result of the sur-
vey, articles describing the scenic beauty of the Big Thicket began to
appear in various Texas newspapers. If nothing else, the report secured
some much needed publicity for the preservation movement. After the pub-
lication of the report, the Association continued to gain the support of the
scientific community. At a meeting of the Texas Academy of Science in
June 1937, R.E. Jackson addressed the group on the importance of preserv-
ing the thicket for scientific experimentation and study. Others, such as Dr.
Don Baird, president of the Academy, echoed Jackson's sentiment.
Virtually every speaker who addressed the session commented that the Big
Thicket should be preserved because of its value to the botanist and
biologist.27 Anned with the Cory and Parks' survey, and the growing sup-
port of the scientific community, the East Texas Big Thicket Association
began to agitate for the federal government to consider the Big Thicket as a
potential site for a national park.
However, a series of unforeseen events frustrated the early preserva-
tionist movement. The discovery of large deposits of oil in Polk County in
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1936, and again in 1942, upset the plans of the Association to set aside the
entire county as a wilderness preserve. Suddenly, people were more inter-
ested in drilling for oil than in saving wildlife.28
Additionally, just a few years prior to the Cory and Parks survey. the
federal government had expended nearly S3 million to establish over
1,700,000 acres of national forest in Texas. The national forest land was
divided into four separate units. Sam Houston National Forest, Davy
Crocket National Forest, Angelina National Forest, and Sabine National
Forest. The four units formed an arc over the northern and northwestcrn
boundaries of the Big Thicket. As a result of this large acquisition, it was
doubtful if the federal government would have been willing to assume an
additional 435,000 acres so close to the newly established national parks. 2g
Also, the outbreak of World \-Var II produced an unprecedented de-
mand for lumber products. Timber production began increasing in 1940.
By 1942, total wood production in Texas. stimulated by heavy war orders.
increased by twcnty per cent over the previous year. Washington authori-
ties placed twenty-two items made from wood on the war's critical list.
Wood was used in building hattle~hips, training aircraft, and barracks.
Nearly every new cargo ship required half-a-million board feet of timher.
As a consequence of the wartime need for wood products, the drive to
remove the Big Ticket from timher production faded into the background.
The East Texas Big Thicket Association continued to exist as a paper
organization until it expired in the late 1950s.30
Plans (0 save a portion of the Big Thicket were renewed in 1962 when
Governor Price Daniel appointed a study commission of thirty-one citizens
to formulate plans for a Big Thicket State Park. Daniel hoped that such a
park would attract a larger number of tourists and give the Big Thicket
region an economic shot-in-the-ann. Heading the study commission was
Dempsie Henley, a real-estate broker and mayor of Daniel's hometown of
Liberty. Because of his occupation, Henley enjoyed a business relationship
with the timbcr firms in the region. Daniel reasoned that Henley would be
able to use his contacts to gain timber industry approval of the project.
Indeed, most of the land in the proposed park belonged to the large timber
firms, and they werc less than enthusiastic about removing their profitable
land from timber production in order to form a park.;l
Before Daniel could persuade the timber firms not to oppose his plans,
he was defeated in the Democratic gubernatorial primary in 1962. John
Connally, a rancher from Floresville eventually was electcd governor.
Connally was really luke-warm about establishing a Big Thicket Park.
Nevertheless, he met with Henley in March 1965, to listen to the Big
Thicket Study Commission's report. 11
The rcporl called for six separate park sites totaling 52,300 acres in
Liberty, Polk, and Hardin Counties. By utilizing this technique, which
came to be called the "Strlng of Pearls" concept. Henley believed that
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representative ecological samples of the entire Big Thicket region would
be included in the park. The governor thanked Henley and the commission
members for their efforts and promised to study the report. Connally, how-
ever, was aware that Henley had been unable to secure the support of the
large timber finns for the establishment of the parkY
Actually, the timber firms were themselves divided over the idea of a
Big Thicket Park. None of the major firms favored Henley's proposed
52,200-acre park. They believed that this plan removed far too much of
their land from production. Also, the timber firms could not agree on the
location of the Big Thicket. O.R. "Ollie" Crawford, vice-president of
Eastex Incorporated, a company with sizable holdings in the thicket region,
claimed that the Big Thicket was an undefinable area; but that any remnant
of the Big Thicket existed only along the Pine Island Bayou watershed in
Hardin County. Crawford's views were extremely important for he had the
ear of Governor Connally on the Big Thicket issue. Other timber firm offi-
cials felt that the Big Thicket was a definable area but they could not offer
any real definition for the region. However, none of the timber firms
believed that the dated Cory and Parks definition of 1936 was aceurdte. 34
Faced with the lackadaisical attitude of the governor and the opposi-
tion of the timber finns, Henley decided to enlist the aid of U.S. Senator
Ralph Yarborough in preserving the Big Thicket. At the time Yarborough
and Connal1y were political enemies fighting for control of the state
Democratic Party. Henley hoped to make the Big Thicket an issue between
the two men, and thus force either state or federal action to save a part of
the thicket. Consequently, Henley invited Yarborough on a tour of the Big
Thicket. Yarborough accepted the invitation, and on October 8, 1965, the
senator began a much publicized trip through the area. At a press confer-
ence following the tour, Yarborough announced that he planned to initiate
federal action to establish a Big Thicket National Park.J~
Yarborough's announcement shocked the timber firms. Less than a
month later representatives of the Kirby Lumber Company, Carter Brothers
Lumber Company, and Eastex Incorporated met in Houston to discuss pos-
sible alternatives to federal action on the Big Thicket. Partially as a result
of this meeting, "OIlle" Crawford journeyed to Austin to confer with
Governor Connally and Weldon Watson, the executive director of the
Texas Parks and Wildlife Department.
After this meeting Crawford wrote the other timber firms and claimed
that both Connally and Watson desired that the state act in the Big Thicket
before the federal government became too deeply involved. Also,
Crawford informed his colleagues that Watson planned to tour the Big
Thicket in January and wanted to meet with the large landowners to dis-
cuss a course of action.}6
On January 11, 1966, Watson met with the timber finns at the Eastex
Incorporated guest home in Silsbee. Nearly every major timber firm in East
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Texas was represented at this meeting. Lud King of Champion Internation-
al, Ottis Lock of Southland, Tom Carter of Carter Brothers. '''Ollie'' Craw-
ford of Eastex Incorporated, and John Wood of Kirby Lumber Corporation
attended the conference_ As host Crawford opened the meeting by pro-
claiming that the Big Thicket had evolved into a controversy between
Connally and Yarborough, and he expected the controversy to widen. 17
Watson then addressed the gathering. He admitted that the Parks and
Wildlife Department had not yet formulated a master plan for the thicket,
but he presented a skeletal outline of a program to the timber representa-
tives. He suggested a park of approximately 20,000 acres. Within this
acreage Watson proposed the establishment of a wildlife region and three
smaller areas to be developed for nature observations.:;~
After listening to this report, the timber officials caucused and agreed
on a course of action. They informed Watson that the state should develop
a specific plan indicating the exact location of the park. During the devel-
opment of the plan, representatives of the timber firms would be invited to
Austin to review thc findings and offer t:riticism. After reviewing the
state's plan. the £inns would meet to accept or reject any portion or all of
the plan..N
The timber representati ves, however, were not in total accord. Once
again they disagreed among themselves over the location of the Big
Thicket. "Ollie" Crawford was the most adamant. He reiterated his belief
that the Big Thicket was located solely along the Pine Island Bayou water-
shed in western and southern Hardin County. Other representatives dis-
agreed with Crawford's concept and argued that the Big Thicket covered a
much larger area. They could not, however, offer any specitic alternative
definition. Since Crawford believed that the Big Thicket was located in one
central area, he favored a single unit park. However, in order to present a
united front, Crawford agreed to support the other timber finns contention
that a Big Thicket park should be composed of several small dispersed
units.-<J
After the meeting Watson returned to Austin to begin working on a
master plan. On February 9, 1966, he summoned the timber representatives
to Austin and presented his proposal. The state's program called for a sin-
gle unit park of 20,000 acres located in Hardin County,41
The timber firms refused to endorse the plan. They disliked the one-
unit concept. Most favored the "String of Pearls" idea because it distrib-
uted the proposed land loss among several finns. Additionally, the firms
voiced doubt that this plan would satisfy the demands of the public. They
believed that city-dwelling nature lovers would prefer a number of smaller
parks located near their residences. They concluded that the state plan was
less appealing than that feared from the federal government.-1-2
Also, the timber finns were offended by Watson's manner. He intim-
ated that the Parks and Wildlife Department would not consider alternative
•
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plans for a state park. Watson also insinuated that Governor Connally
approved of the Parks and Wildlife Departmenfs proposal. Some members
of the timber firms secretly believed that Ollie Crawford had persuaded the
governor to pursue the one-unit concept in order to protect valuable Eastex
Incorporated holdings in other parts of the thicket. Discouraged by the
whole situation, the timber representatives left Austin after agreeing to
reconvene in Houston on March 22 to continue discussing their problem.4l
Prior to that meeting, timber officials had an opportunity to speak with
Governor Connally while he was on a good-will visit to the Alabama-
Com,hatta Indian Reservation, located ncar Woodville in Polk County.
Dempsie Henley also attended this gathering, and he convinced the
Governor to support a "String of Pearls" concept for the proposed park
instead of the single-unit approach. However, Connally did not commit
himself to any particular acreage figures or specific sites for the park.
Connally also was informed about the proposed meeting in Houston on
March 22, and he asked 01lie Crawford to keep him informed of the timber
firms ideas on the Big Thicket:'-l
At the meeting in Houston, representatives of the timber firms once
again argued about the definition of the Big Thicket. Ollie Crawford in-
sisted that the Big Thicket was an undefinable region. He proposed that
any and all sites for the park should be in Hardin County or attached to the
Alabama-Coushatta Reservation in neighboring Polk County. By support-
ing a park in these two areas, Crawford maintained that the timber industry
could stop the park from spreading beyond these sites because no one had
defined the boundaries of the thicket adequately. As before, others dis-
agreed with Crawford but could not offer any convincing evidence con-
cerning the thicket's location.4.'i
Eventually, the timber men decided to back a series of small parks
scattered over East Texas. By utilizing this concept, they hoped to limit the
amount of land lost by any particular finn. They also agreed that represen-
tatives from the various timber finns should explore the thicket and pick
out sites for the park and report their findings to the governor and to the
Parks and Wildlife Department. At last it seemed that the timber firms
were in agreement about a plan to save a portion of the thicket.
However, it was not to be. The timber firms never generated specific
recommendations on park sites. Part of the inaction probably was due to
personnel changes in Austin. On June 21. 1966, Weldon Watson resigned
as executive director of the Parks and Wildlife Department. He was
replaced by Joseph R. Singleton on September 14, 1966. Governor
Connally's attitude was another possible rea&on for a lack of action.
Former Governor Price Daniel speculated that Connally simply never
caught the spirit for saving the Big Thicket. Also, Connally was aware that
the timber firms had not yet reached a consensus on the thicket issue.
Additionally, since Senator Yarborough had expressed his intention of
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sponsoring federal action on the thicket, the Texas legislature adopted a
wait-and-see attitude before committing state funds for the project.46
The state did not have long to wait. On October 20, 1966, in the wan-
ing months of the 89th Congress, Senator Ralph Yarborough introduced
Senate Bill number 5-3929 to establish a 75,OOO-acre national park to be
located within Hardin, Liberty, San Jacinto, Polk, and Tyler counties.
Yarborough purposely refrained from enumerating the exact location of the
park because he knew that the Big Thicket was an ill-defined region.47
Shortly after Yarborough introduced the bill, a National Park Service
team journeyed to the Big Thicket to gather the information needed to
develop specific recommendations on the size and locations of the pro-
posed park. The survey team was just as confused as everyone else about
the composition and location of the Big Thicket. But unfortunately for
them, a university professor was about to solve their dilemma.48
Dr. Claude McLeod was a biology professor at Sam Houston State
College in Huntsville. He had been studying the Big Thicket for years with
his investigations concentrated on discovering the exact contents and loca-
tion of the thicket. By the time the National Park survey team arrived in
November 1966, McLeod had completed his research and had prepared a
manuscript for publication. The survey team quickly borrowed McLeod's
definition and description of the Big Thicket and used them as the basis of
their entire report.4'J
McLeod maintained that the Big Thicket could be delineated from
adjacent woodlands by the specific composition of the vegetational struc-
ture of the region. According to McLeod, the Big Thicket was " ...
", .. an edaphicmesophytic climax forest type predominately a loblolly
pine-hardwood association, abounding in a rich understory of both
evergreen and deciduous shrubs. a variety of climbing vines, and both
annual and perennial herhs."'ill The term "edaphic" means that the
plants are more influenced by soil factors than climatic factors while
"mesophytic" refers to a medium moisture level. Thus a particular
combination of soil and moisture level has created a loblolly pine-
hardwood association that possesses a definable type of under-
growth. 51
In attempting to give further definition to the region, McLeod divided
the area into two sections designated simply as the upper thicket and the
lower thicket. The northern, more elevated portion, called the "upper
thicket," is characterized in its climax form by a mixture of loblolly pine,
white oak, beech, and magnolia. In the "lower thicket," which is flat land,
heech is almo~t totally absent. In its place is a new co-dominant for the
loblolly pine - the chestnut oak.~2
Further complicating this ecological description is McLeod's insis-
tence that certain subordinate trees and lower understory plants must also
be present if an area is to be classified as part of the Big Thicket region.
Only a few of the many varieties of subordinate trees or understory plants
..
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need be present in anyone location to qualify an area for inclusion into the
Big Thicket region. Using this definition, McLeod mapped the region of
Southeast Texas which fell into this category (See Figure 1). McLeod's Big
Thicket covered over 1,500,000 acres and spilled across nine counties. 5J
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Fig. 1. Location of Or. Claude \1cCleod's Big Thicket Area
Utilizing McLeod's manuscript, the National Park Service team sur-
:' veyed the region for several days searching for possible park sites. They
decided to use the "String of Pearls" concept instead of selecting one large
site. Like the preservationists, the park team believed that this would be the
best way to preserve the representative samples of the wide variety of flora
in the region.54
After concluding the survey, the National Park Service recommended
the establishment of nine units totaling 35,500 acres. Due to man's inroads,
the thicket did not contain a large enough block of wilderness area to meet
the standard for a national park. However, the thicket did qualify for inclu-
sion in the park system as the Big Thicket National Monument. ss When the
report was made public in May 1967, Senator Yarborough was dismayed at
the recommendations. "Monuments are for dead things"56 he declared, and
he vowed to push for an increase in acreage.
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The Park Service's proposal also dismayed the timber industry. It was
suddenly apparent that the timber firms had made a tactical blunder by fail-
ing to support the earlier state efforts to establish a park. Because of their
own inability to reach a compromise among themselves, they were faced
with the prospects of losing a minimum of 35,500 acres to federal control.
The state, however, offered the timber firms one final plan which might
have forestalled federal action on the Big Thicket. 'i7
On August 21. 1967, Joe R. Singleton, executive director of the Texas
Parks and Wildli fe Department, met with representatives of Eastex
Incorporated, Champion International, Temple Industries, International
Paper Company, and the Kirby Lumber Company in Jasper, Texas.
Singleton announced that he had the funds to purchase 1,000 acres and to
lease another 100,000 to 150,000 acres for a Big Thicket State Park. But he
stipulated that he had to commit the money by September 1. The timber
firms were not enthusiastic, for they did not believe that the state's pro-
posal would block federal action. Consequently, the plan died.5~
At this meeting the representatives discussed Professor McLeod's Big
Thicket manuscript, and all representatives except the obstinate "Ollie"
Crawford agreed that McLeod's definition could not be refuted. The firms
were now resigned to accepting federal action based on McLeod's defini-
tion. They hoped, however, to keep the federal park as small as possible. 5Y
Final resolution of the issue was not reached for another seven years
when congress finally established the Big Thicket National Preserve in
1974. During this time another twenty-seven Big Thicket bills were intro-
duced in Congress, and both timber firms and preservationists presented
their respective cases to the Texas public and the Congress in a spirited
public relations campaign. The final bill was, as are most controversial
bills, the result of compromise between the competing factions. But the
fact that any of the Big Thicket was saved was due in large measure to the
years of research by Professor McLeod and his ability to answer the ques-
tions of what is the Big Thicket, and where is it located?
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OUR GRINGO AMIGOS:
ANGLO AMERICANS AND THE TEJANO EXPERIENCE
by Arnaldo De Le6n
Early critics such as Oscar Handlin, Arthur Corwin, and Manuel
Machado warned the practitioners of Chicano history in the 1970s about
simplistic interpretations that involved counter-stereotyping and a "them-
versus-us" perspective. 1 Many of us who were part of that early generation
of scholars dismissed these detractors as reactionaries who refused to coun-
tenance the strident cries against Anglo racism, colonialism. and cultural
defamation.2
After more than a score of years, Chicano historians have not departed
completely from the portrayal against which Handlin and company railed.
My own book, They Called Them Greasers (1983), paints just about every
Anglo American who lived in nineteenth century Texas as a person with
deeply ingrained racist attitudes ready to inflict violence on Tejanos. Of
course, Chicano scholars have not been wrong in their depiction of the
nature of white racism, but increasingly, historians must concede that
Tejano history cannot be explained neatly as one of a monolithic Anglo
society set in its oppression of Mexican Americans.
A number of things prompt us to be morc multi-dimensional in depict-
ing the Anglo in Texas history. First, logic itself tells us that Anglo
American culture defies simple caricatures. American society consists of
well-la-do and plain folks, Protestants and Catholics, European immigrants
and native-born Texans, politically active leaders and the detached masses,
reactionaries and refoffilers, ranchers, city-dwellers, and so on. Second, the
term "Anglo" is not analytically precise, for white Americans differ in the
ways I have just listed.' Third, Chicano history over the last two decades
has informed us that forces aside from white racism lie at the base of
Tejano disadvantage." Scholars also acknowledge that the Chicano experi-
ence is itself complex and that time, class, setting, country of origin, and a
plethora of other variables determine the destiny of a community,5
What I propose in this essay, therefore, is to move away from the
common depiction of Anglos as tormentors of Tejanos and chronicle cases
where sympathetic whites have spoken out in behalf of Mexican American
interests. These examples do not derive from new research: they have
always been part of the general literature which shows that indeed, there
have ever existed ")?ringos"6 who for one reason or another proved to be
"amigos" of Tejanos.
Early historians such as Eugene C. Barker (more recently Seymour V.
Connor and James E. Crisp) argued that amicable relationships between the
two peoples developed smoothly after their initial contacts in the early
I820s. They noted that Anglos in that decade actually sought out Tejano
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acquaintances for political alliances, business venture&, friendships, and
even intermarriage, at least with those of the upper crust.' No less than
James Bowie and Erastus "Deaf" Smith had Mexican wives during the
Mexican period (1821-1836), and each seemed to have accommodated
well into San Antonio society.R In that part of the republic and later the
state, notes another historian, interracial marriages during the ante-bellum
period involved at least one daughter from a prominent Tejano family mar-
rying a white man.9
More recently, David Montejano has explained how Anglo ranchers,
merchants, and lawyers arrived in South Texas after the War with Mexico
(1846-1848) and created alliances with the well-to-do in the region, among
them Mifflin Kenedy who married Petra Vela de Vidal,1O and adopted
Mexican ways as they developed their new ranch holdings or business
enterprises. ll One might suppose that the above individuals formed close
associations with Tejanos out of necessity, since intermarriage occurred in
regions where they were in a minority. but in so doing they may also have
been displaying their respect for the indigenous heritage and genuine love
for their Mexican wives. Bexarefios regarded Bowie, Smith, and other
Anglos with affection and the vaqueros of the King Ranch (the Kinefios)
considered their affiliation with Richard King a distinction. They remained
fiercely loyal to the King family through several generations. 12
Historians have also identified several Anglo Texan politicians who,
since early times, represented Tejano issues. At the Constitutional
Convention of 1845, for instance, Henry L. Kinney of San Patricio County
and other delegates persuaded the assembly to publish some of its public
documents in Spanish, but more significantly, joined Jose Antonio
Navarro, the Bexar politician, in having the tem "white" deleted from the
article extending the franchise only to "free white males." The word's
inclusion, they argued, might permit officials to exclude Mexicans from
voting since society did not consider Tejanos to be ·'white." Kinney and
colleagues further resisted efforts to dilute Tejano strength in apportion-
ment and championed Tejano claims to lands received under Spain and
Mexico. ll
Sam Houston commanded a respectable following among Mexican
voters in San Antonio in the I 850s, and his appeal extended into neighbor-
ing counties where Tejano,\' lived. The Navarro, Rodriguez, and Menchaca
families all supported his election as governor in 1859 and his victory that
year resulted from their support as well as the strength of his personality
among the Tejano community. Even Juan Cortina, who chose to work out-
side the mainstream, turned to Houston during the Cortina War (1859) in
an appeal for legal protection of Tejanos. 14-
Following the Civil War, newer personalities such as EJ. Davis and
Louis Cardis emerged as protectors and spokesmen for Texas Mexicans.
The fonner, a South Texas native, had recruited among Te.;anos in that sec-
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tion during the Civil War and then won widespread support among them
when he campaigned for the governorship in 1870. 15 The latter, an Italian
immigrant. became an influential confidant of the native population in the
EI Paso region and defended their claim to the Salt Lakes at San Elizario in
the 1870s. The controversy ultimately produced the EI Paso Salt War of
1877. 16
The factors that prompted these historical figures to risk their political
credibility and future by defending a people whom most of white society
detested were probably varied. Some did it in the spirit of humanitarianism
while others honestly sympathized with what they perceived as a voiceless
community. Paternalistic bosses may have seen in traditional labor rela-
tions a practical system for delivering services.
Modernization and the electoral refonns of the Progressive Era diluted
old relations between political bosses and Tejanos, though men such as Jim
Wells and Archie Parr continued ministering to their Mexican constituents,
a gesture appreciated by many poor folks in the lower valley and in Duval
County,li Similarly grateful were the less privileged in the Bexar County
region for Maury Maverick's politics; during the Depression and World
War II, he spoke out in behalf of Tejano health, culture, civil rights, and
union organizing while serving as a congressmen and mayor of San
Antonio,lb
Pauline Kibbe, the executive director of the Good Neighbor
Commission (GNC) during World War IT and the years immediately fol-
lowing the war, fought an almost single-handed political battle to expose
discrimination and poor working conditions among Mexican workers who
migrated across Texas. She published a text titled Latin Americans in Texas
(1946); I ~ the book and other activities in behalf of Mexican field hands pro-
voked such a backlash from conservative businessmen, growers, and politi-
cians that she resigned from the GNC in 1947 before certain dismissal by
her political detractors,20 In the 1950s, other Anglo <'amigos" included
Ralph Yarborough, J. Franklin Spears, and Abraham Kazen.21 It is common
knowledge that Hector P. Garda's modus operandi since founding the G.I.
Forum in 1948 was to call up or write letters to Anglo friends in high
places whenever strings needed to be pulled. 22 In recent times, liberal
Democrats have worked alongside Mexican-American legislators to help
enact refonn programs dealing with farm worker compensation, redistrict-
ing, school finance, and other issues of significance 10 the Mexican-
American electorate.n
Anglo labor activists also can be found responding, ever since the
labor movement spread to Texas in the 18805, to Tejanos who petitioned
[or assistance in ameliorating conditions in the work place. Among those
unions receiving Texas Mexicans into their ranks during that epoch were
the Screwmen's Benevolent Association of Galveston and the Knights of
Labor.2~ Then, in the early decades of the twentieth century, Anglo aware-
...
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ness of the Tejano working class increased somewhat. This may have been
due to good-hearted sentiment or to the realization that Tejanos represented
an oppressed community; to these organizers, Texas Mexicans were
another group within the broader proletariat. The Industrial Workers of the
World (IWW), for one, showed interest in incorporating Tejanos into the
struggle against the capitalist class;2' the Texas Socialist Party sought,
through Tejano intermediaries, the organization of Tejano farm laborers;26
and even the conservative American Federation of Labor (AFL) in the late
1910s djrected attention to Mexicans working in urban industries. 27
During the Depression years, the craft-oriented AFL resumed activity
among Tejano farm hands, chartering an organizing committee in 1937 and
incorporating packing-shed workers into its affiliates in South Texas,
though much of the AFL work ceased by the end of the decade. 2R Well
known is the CIO's involvement through the United Cannery, Agricultural,
Packing, and Allied Worker's of America (UCAPAWA) and the
International Ladies Garment Worker's Union (ILGWU) in organizing
non-unionized Texas Mexicans in San Antonio in the 1930s and 1940s.29
Familiar to historians is the role played by Homer Brooks, husband of
Emma Tenayuca~ in the UCAPAWA-backed San Antonio Pecos Shellers
strike of 1938. JO During World War II, the CIO's International Union of
Mine. Mill and Smelter Workers successfully organized smelter and refin-
ery workers in EI Paso and initiated efforts to improve working conditions
by eliminating occupational and wage discrimination,)! Of course~ other
cases may be referenced. Part of the credit for organizing the farm workers
in the mid-1960s. for instance. goes to Eugene Nel son, a leader of "La
marcha" in 1966.J~
Historically, charity- and reform-minded individuals and groups have
given generously of themselves, providing counsel to barrio dwellers,
volunteering their time to assist with problems of health and poverty, and
staffing community institutions designed to uplift the poor. In his memoir,
for example, Salvador Guerrero freely acknowledged his debt to some of
his teachers in the 1930s who helped not only himself but other members
of the San Angelo barrios with advice, positive reinforcement, and materi-
al aid. 33 Various Anglo teachers in Mexican schools throughout Texas
ended [heir careers considering their teaching of English and American
ways to Spanish speaking children their life's accomplishment. J4
In the major cities, many a social worker took a genuine interest in
treating urban blight affecting Tejanos. Of course, many of these activists
were middle class folks wanting to impose their way of life on the poor,
but their zealousness seemed to have heen sincere. Moderate sums of
money from subsidizing agencies, the Community Chest, for example, sup-
ported the Rusk Settlement House in Houston during the era before World
War II. 35 During the years of the Depression, Father Carmela Tranchese
earned a reputation as the "angel of the slums" in San Antonio for his tire-
less work among the most destitute in the city. Among other initiatives, he
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helped establish relief agencies for striking workers, assisted in the imple·
mentation of health facilities in the West Side, and exerted every effort to
see a public housing project established among the Mexican poor. 36 In
1970, Dr. Fred Logan gave his life in Mathis for Chicano Power.
The military also traditionally offered a tolerant hand to Tejanos.
During the Civil War, Colonel John L. Haynes, a Spanish·speaking Union
officer from Rio Grande City, led a predominantly Tejano unit in the lower
valley and in Louisiana in 1864-1865, commenting favorably on the contri-
bution of his Texas Mexican soldiers whenever authorities questioned their
abilities.]? The two world wars, and particularly the second, provided an
especially welcome environment for Texas Mexicans; Anglos of diverse
backgrounds formed close friendships with Tejanos who found, in con-
tradistinction to settings back home, that race and schooiing did not inhibit
advancement. Hispanic military retirees today count Anglos among the
closest amigos they have.
To the trained historian, the above portrayal of Anglo Americans in
the history of Mexican Americans in Texas is as simplistic as the counter
stereotype of white men as hard-core racists committed to maintaining
some type of colonial order. For one thing, some of the figures, groups, and
institutions mentioned above, their good deeds not withstanding. had
another face. Jim Bowie, for instance, was no paragon of virtue, In the
summation of historian Rodolfo Acuna:
Bowie rwas1a wheeler and dealer, an opportunist, and an adventurer
who was a slave trader by profession and genetic di!'.position. He mar-
ried Ursula Veramendi. daughter of Governor Juan Martin de
Veramendi then lied lO and swindled both the Veramendi family and
government that adopted him. In the process Bowie amassed some
750,000 acrcs. 78
The Catholic Church 1n San Antonio in the 1930s did not exactly
close ranks behind Father Tranchese's commitment to the Mexican
American poor. In fact, many priests and the church hierarchy had close
connections to Police Chief Owen Kilday, who opposed Emma Tenayuca
and the pecan sheller's strike; the church, in fact, took a public stand
against the strikers who desired not much more than an increase in dismal
wages and improvements in their squalid working conditions in the sweat-
shops. W Concerning Texas schooling, compassionate instructors probably
numbered but a handful; the educational system in Texas has long held a
reputation as a controlling institution that has debased young students with
an ethnocentric curriculum, segregationist policies, and indifferent admin-
istrators. Considerate labor organizers may also have been uncommon.
Often, the truly commiHed did not have the full backing of their federation;
at other times, union members even opposed proselytizing among the
Mexican working class. 40 As to servicemen, they have not dutifully com-
plied with the military policy of egalitarianism. John L. Haynes' Texas
Mexican Union soldiers faced neglect, contempt, and discrimination in .,
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promotion~l and Hispanic personnel complain of similar treatment even
today.42
Moreover, the people cited here as examples of "friends of the Mexi-
cans" may have been driven to their actions by personal motives. The
ranchers, merchants, and lawyers who married with women of elite fami-
lies in South Texas may have done so to expedite acquisition of ranch
lands, and to achieve financial stability and political influence:u As late as
the 1920s, and later in some counties of South Texas, local bosses deliv-
ered desperately needed services to Texas Mexican constituents, but they
expected their subjects to vote faithfully for them at election time. Louis
Cardis, a legislator from EI Paso County in the late 18705, Jim Wells, boss
of Cameron County from the 1890s to the 1920s, and Archie Parr, a legis-
lator from Duval County, 1914-1932, are but a few who profitted material-
ly and politically from such an arrangement.44
To dose, this paper claims no pretentions of advancing any earth-shat-
tering treatise. My intent has been to show simply that Anglos have played
a greater role in the social advancement of Mexican Americans than gener-
ally credited. Obviously, I have left many questions unanswered. What seg-
ments of the Anglo population responded to the needs of Mexican Ameri-
cans? Did the Anglos take an interest in the entire community, or just those
belonging to the middle class? What mixture of circumstances motivated
them to act? What does Anglo defense of Tejanos interests say about
racism? Does racial prejudice derive from the psyche, or from tension
among groups, as some sociologists argue? Answers to such questions
might help round out our increasing knowledge of ethnic relations and
Mexican Americans in Texas history.
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BOOK NOTES
We continue to receive interesting books, despite the claim of some
that everything worthwhile has been written. Many arc reviewed by schol-
ars; some are noted here by the editor for various reasons,
As to "everything worthwhile has been written," one might think thus-
ly about the Kennedy a~~assination, but not so. Oliver Stone's movie
"JFK" stirred the pot once again. Comes now JFK The Last Dissenting
Witness (Pelican Publishing Co., 1101 Monroe St., Gretna, LA 70053), by
Bill Sloan with Jean Hill. It is the story of Ms. Hill, the "lady in red" seen
in the famed assassination film featured in countless news casts. documen-
taries, and now in Stone's film. Stone, by the way, wrote a brief foreword
for their book. Simply put, Hill, a recent arrival in Dallas. witnessed one of
the state's most tragic historical events, and saw, in her mind, much more
than anyone else - a shadowy figure behind a fence who fired at the presi-
dent, and a man in a brown coat and hat racing toward that fence. The rest
is an account of her struggle to make others believe that she saw such
things - among those who believe her are Stone and Jim Garrison - amI of
her on-again, off-again romance with Dallas policeman J.B. Marshall, who
rode in the motorcade near the president's car. This is one more log on the
fire to discredit the Warren Commission's version of events, to call for full
discloser of all relevant government documents, and concains a strong
implication of government coverup and a less strong implication of the par-
ticipation of LBJ in all of it.
Pelican Publishing Company also has published God Bless The USA
Gift Book. by Lee Greenwood "to remind us that freedom is not free." The
text is the lyrics of Mr. Greenwood's famous song, accompanied with pho-
tographs based on patriotic themes. It appears to be an appropriate souvenir
for the last three Republican national conventions. at which Mr.
Greenwood has performed his song.
Bob Bowman's latest book, Plant Watermelons On My Grave And Let
the Juice Doze DO'l1'n: A Handbook For LivinK In East Texas' (Best of East
Texas Publishers, 515 South First, Lufkin, TX 75901) is pure Bowman. He
offers his own definition of the location of East Texas (where there are pine
trees), and a running account of his practical jokes with George Henderson.
Bowman's TALLEST friend. He also has a "brief" chapter on why it is hell
to be short, as in being a "fraction over five feet, five inches," and mention-
ing several times that that fraction is important. Good comments on may-
haws, turnip greens, and other food delights reminds me that Bob does
often think of his stomach. He also is more autobiographical that in previ-
ous works, as in an account of his gald bladder surgery, and in several tri-
butes to friends and mentors, notably Ben Ransey and Ottis Lock. Writing
in the late spring, a favorite anecdote involves his trouble-shooting days
with a Lufkin paper mill when a resident called to complain of sulphur
emissions. Turned out to be pine pollen. Good read for East Texans.
..
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For those interested in politics - and who isn't? - Mike Kingston, Sam
Attlcsey, and Mary G. Crawford, the tcam re~ponsible for the biennial
Texas Almanac, has produced The Texas Almanac's Political History of
Texas (Eakin Press, P.O. Drawer 90159, Austin, TX 78709, $16.95). Like
the Almanac, the book consists of essays and quite a few pages of election
data (voting returns) for each of the state's races for governor and U.S.
senator. Some chapters are narrative histories of Democratic and Republi-
can partisan activities, some deal with electoral history, some trace the
movement of minorities toward fuller political participation, and some are
anecdotal, intended to point out some of the foibles and "sore thumbs" of
Texas politics. The book is interesting, and potentially of great value to
candidates who want to trace the voting history of a particular county or
other political subdivision. My copy could have benefited from ,>orne proof
reading; perhaps sub~equent editions will catch those grimlins.
Paul F. Boller Jr., Memoirs of an Obscure Professor (Texas Christian
University Press, Fort Worth), is the kind of book most college profs would
like to write. Best known for his work in intellectual history and in collec-
tions of presidential and congressional anecdotes, Boller writes here of his
life and his interests. The title, and his first chapter here, comes from his
experiences at SMU in the 1950s during the McCarthy anti-communist
hysteria. Boller was called "an obscure professor" by the Chicago Tribune
after he published materials critical of thc movement. He discusses his ill-
treatment then, and later from the left while teaching in Massachusetts. He
also has chapters on his days as a translator of Japanese during World War
II, his "career" as a player of movie music, stories about the quotable
Calvin Coolidge, H.L. Meneken, LBJ, Charles A, Beard, and the left's re-
actions to the U.S. use of atomic weapons in Japan. It is interesting reading.
An interesting and provocative new look at General William T.
Sherman can be found in Charles Edmund Vetter's Shennan: Merchant of
Terror, Advocate of Peace (Pelican Publishing Co., 1101 Monroe St.,
Gretna, LA 70053). Vetter is a sociologist who teaches at Centenary
College in Shreveport, and he has brought the professional skills of his
vocation to his avocation, a study of Civil War history, especially concern-
ing Sherman. Vetter disclaims that his book is a biography; rather, it is an
analysis of the development of Sherman's thoughts and theories on "total
war" as they developed from his traditional training at West Point, some-
what disappointing pre-war service (he missed the Mexican-American War
in post duty in California), his several business failures, and his final tri-
umph as a major commander of the Civil War. Vetter argues that Sherman's
famed destruction in Mississippi, Georgia, and South Carolina were not the
acts of a barbarian, as so many Southerners thought - and many still do -
but instead represented the application of his theory that technology had
changed things, and now wars could be won best by destroying the
enemy's will to continue, including and especially enemy civilians. So,
says Vetter, Shennan changed the South economically, politically, and soci-
ologically, and changed war forever. Makes a good case for his position.
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1941: Texas Goes to War, edited by James Ward Lee, Carolyn N. Barnes,
Kent A. Bowman, Laura Crow (University of North Texas Press, Box
13856, Denton, TX 76203-3856) 1991. Photographs, Index. P. 244,
$19.95 Paper.
We brought it all back on December 7, 1991. Fifty years had passed
since the shock of recognition we remember as Pearl Harbor on December
7 in 1941, That was a day that will live in infamy, and that was a day that
will live in the mind of every American who was old enough to have a
memory. And when a memory gets to be fifty years old, no matter how bad
it might be, it i~ time to take notice of it.
Texans celebrated Pearl Harbor and its consequences at the University
of North Texas with The Governor's Conference on WWII, under the
directorship of James Ward Lee. They brought in the old heroes and war-
riors to tell of their deeds. They brought in scholars to intellectualize the
battles and the victories. They brought in musicians to play the songs men
sailed off to and made love to and ached in loneliness to. And they put
together a very creditable memento of both WWII and the Governor's
Conference in this book, 1941: Texas Goes to War. The book is blessed
with a very thoughtful foreward by Governor Ann Richards herself.
Texa,\' Goes to War is an oversize paperback, with readable print, and
with a couple of fine WWII pictures per page. That takes care of the basics
and means that the reader can learn and enjoy a lot by just flipping through
the pages. One step beyond: the book is organized in chronological chap-
ters from "Remember Pearl Harbor" to "Coming Home." The content deals
with the home front as well as the battlefields and beachheads, because this
world war was fought everywhere.
The individual chapters are readably written by historians who punc·
tuate the narratives of their texts with accounts by those who were involved
in the action at the time. In Denise Kohn's chapter, "Texans in Combat,"
Wimam Wilson teJJs of being shot down over France and interrogated for
days before being sent to a POW camp; Don Graham tells about Audie
Murphy's CMOH deeds of valor; and Mother and Daddy send Jasper a V-
Mail letter after V-E Day, praying that he and the rest of that generation's
children will hurry home. The chapter includes entries from Elmer Monk's
diary of the Okinawa invasion. Texas Goes to War is a vi vidly personal
book.
On the home front, Stanley Marcus tells how Neiman-Marcus
responded to the shortages of WWII. Scrap drives, rationing, and war
bonds became parts of everybody's life. When silk hose wore out, ladies
darkened their legs to hose-color with makeup and then drew a seam up the
back with an eye-brow pencil. "Is this trip necessary?" was posted on signs
in bus and train stations, and service men were always given first seating
on traIns and busses.
"
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In spite of continued segregation, to the point of internment camps for
some Japanes.e, minorities participated in all phases of the war effort and
gained steps in their movement toward desegregation and equality.
Segregation began its breakdown as white Texans were forced into close
contact with blacks, some for the first time. The Negro 477th
Bombardment Group distinguished itself in the European Theatre, and 150
Distinguished Flying Crosses were awarded to Negro pilots. The Nisei
Japanese, 442nd Regiment in France fixed bayonets and charged German
lines that had held out for days; their motto was "Go For Broke!" WWII
broke ancient racial and ethnic baniers.
On May 8, 1945, V-E Day, Americans thought we were at least half-
way home. On the following August 6 we dropped The Bomb and de-
manded the immediate surrender of Japan. On August 9 we dropped the
second and finally got the Japanese' attention. The joy on our side of the
water was unanimous. The U.S. was saved from staging an invasion of
Japan that, we believed, would be bloodier than Tarawa, [wo Jima, and
Okinawa to the tenth power. I was in Okinawa at the time, and nobody [
knew questioned the use of The Bomb then or now.
The boys came home in Michael Hobbs' last chapter in 1941: Texas
Goes to War, and the coming for many was harder than the going. The vets
came back to a world in which a whole generation of boys were looking
for jobs and a place to live, and a whole wartime of industry was closing
down. They came back to a world different from the one that they had left.
But it was a damn sight better than being in Okinawa.
Francis Edward Abernethy
Stephen F. Austin State Vni versity
On Silver Wings: The Women Airforce Service Pilots of World War 1/,
1942-1944, by Marianne Verges (Ballantine Books, Inc., 201 E. 50th
Street, New York, NY 10022) 1991. BIW Photos. Notes. Index. P.
257. $20.00.
From a deceptively simple but readable beginning, Texas author
Marianne Verges leads her audience into a daring episode in World War II
history with the heroines who flew through the air and created magnificent
female history associated with the Army Air Forces.
As the chapters unfold, one becomes an admirer of the depth of
research from whence came details of the background of some of the indi-
vidual air women, as well as the overall picture of ladies of great heart,
who took to the skies to become the Women's Airforce Service Pilots -
WASP. They ranged from the original group of licensed pilots to those who
learned their craft under the direction of two distinguis.hed aces. Under the
direction of Nancy Harkness Love, the WAFS - Women's Auxiliary
Ferrying Squadron - flew every kind of aircraft under every conceivable
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condition; and with Jaqueline Cochran's tutelage, the WFTD - Women's
Flying Training Detachment - beginners learned to pilot and service planes
until the two groups merged as the WASP'
The author brings the reader into the lives of the participants, particu-
larly the principal movers and shakers, with Love described as a dynamic
but conservative leader, and Cochran as a flamboyant egotist. Both made
their contributions through stultifying periods on one hand, and enonnOllS-
ly successful times on the other, until the premature deactivation of the
WASP in December 1944.
Marianne Verges has achieved the purpose of infonning the public in
easily understood terms. She has judged none, but simply recorded black-
and-white details for posterity - such as how these female flyers fought
prejudice, frustration, and delay from the time Nancy Love first suggested
a plan in May 1940 for the use of ladies - to Jackie Cochran's August 1941
offer to use 500 licensed women pilots.
Fonnerly, the WASP was mentioned only in passing, and now their
accomplishments come to light here. Sadly, lives must be sacrificed in
wars, and thirty-seven of these women perished during their duty time.
Our ladies, on their silver wing~, remained at arm's length - neither in
nor out of the military which was geared only to the commissioning, use,
and needs of men. It was not until 1977 that these female flyers were
accorded the privileges and honors of veterans. Texas was host to much of
the training and housing. Texas towns with airfields large and small, saw
quantities of these women in locations such as Harlingen, Sweetwater,
Dallas, Lubbock, Pecos, Brownsville, and more.
We forgive the misquotation of the early WAAC title which is cor-
rectly - Women's Anny Auxiliary Corps.
Good reading!
Clarice Fortgang Pollard
Author of LAUGH, CRY and REMEMBER
- the Journal of a OJ Lady
Sitting It Out: A World War IJ POW Memoir, by David Westheimer (Rice
University Press. P.O. Box 1892, Houston, TX 7725 I) 1992. Illustra-
tions. Map. Index. P. 370. $24.95.
Sitting It Out is a detailed account of one B-24 crewman's experiences
as a prisoner of war in both Italy and Germany during World War II. David
Westheimer, a Houston native who later became a prominent journalist and
novelist, was a crewman aboard the first American bomber shot down over
Italy. He was held captive in various internment camps in Italy and
Germany for almost three years. Immediately following his liberation,
Westheimer wrote a massive 200,000 word manuscript, describing in
minute detail his experiences. After his return to America, he busied him-
..,
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self as a novelist, producing at least one major success. Von Ryan's
Express, and consequently, his memoirs remained unpublished until
recently_
Westheimer chronicles virtually every facet of his life as a POW, relat-
ing to the reader such matters as treatment by guards and civilians, escape
plans. friendships made with other prisoners - including Russians and
Yugoslavs - food and rationing, and the fears of the prisoners when Allied
bombings took place near the camps.
This reader, already familiar with other books written about POW
experiences in World War II, was somewhat surprised that Westheimer's
incarceration, for the most part, seemed to lack the horrors normally attrib-
uted to such circumstances. He and his fellow prisoners either were spared
many cruelties suffered by other captives or else he chose to downplay the
bad times he encountered. This book, though methodical and redundant at
times. deserves the attention of anyone interested in the story of POWs in
World War II.
Mark Choate
Round Rock, Texas
Flying The Hump: Memories of an Air War, by Otha C. Spencer (Texas
A&M University Press, Drawer C, College Station, TX 77843-4354)
1992. Illustrations. Maps. Black & White Photographs. Notes.
Bibliography. Index. P. 217. $24.50 Hardcover.
Otha C. Spencer has brought to life the true experiences of thousands
of American airmen in their battle with the world's most dangerous air
routes - The Hump - the Himalayan Mountains. He records a part of the
history of World War II that is accurate in every detail from the political
maneuvering which goes with a war, the perils of the monsoons, storms
over the mountains, and the uncharted parts of China. even in 1945. It is
told in a manner that the reader is not only informed but can relive, to some
degree. what these men faced in their quest to be the life and bloodline of
the China, Bunna, India Theater. This is a must read book if one is a pilot
or in any other part of aviation. If one is an historian. and likes history told
as the adventure that it is, or an American, who is proud to have been a part
of this history, it makes for interesting reading. Then there is one more rev-
elation to be told - there were no atheists flying the Himalayans, I know
for I, too, was a Hump Pilot in the C.B.I.
Gean B. Hale
Nacogdoches, Texas
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Toward a Social History of The American Civil War: Explorato1')' Essu.vs,
by Maris A. Vinovskis, Editor (Cambridge University Press,
Cambridge, MA) 1990. P. 20 I.
The editor of this volume contends that social historians generally
have neglected the study of the impact of war on society and that American
historians particularly have ignored the social changes caused by their
Civil War. Vinovskis's assessment overlooks many excellent recent works
written by Southern historians such as Jonathan Wiener, Dwight Billings,
Stephen Ash, and George RabIe, addressing this issue, but on the whole,
the conclusion is an accurate one. The seven essays in the book, six of
them written for it originally, are explorations of the interaction of war and
society. The central theme of the essays is the focus on different aspects of
that question. The war-time experience of the North is the subject of all
seven.
The importance of this book is the overview that it provides of the
topics social historians think are interesting and the types of methods that
are being used by them. All of the essays are excellent examples of well-
researched, modern social history. The first two essays, written by
Vinovskis and Thomas R. Kemp, arc case scudies of three different com-
munities, one in Massachusetts and two in New Hampshire, that address
the demographics of military service. Both authors reach conclusions that
challenge standard generalizations. They discovered that enlistments were
from all sectors of society and cut class lines. They found, however, that
foreign-born residents did not enlist in the anny in the same proportion as
the native-born. They also determined that a larger percentage of the male
population served in the army than they had expected. Although they do
not examine the problem in detail, the authors found that "significant"
casualty rates among those who served caused immediate and continuing
problems within local society. Vinovskis does look at one aspect of the
war's long-term impact, examining the Federal program of veterans' bene-
fits, which he contends served as a sort of old-age pension for Northerners
through the end of the nineteenth century.
Reid Mitchel takes a different course in an essay on the relationship
between local communities and the lives of soldiers. While the other
authors were concerned with how the war affected society, MitcheIrs essay
emphasized how society influenced the war. He found that, despite the
efforts of anny leaders Lo impose a formal military organization upon Civil
War soldiers, the ideas, values, and relationships of local communities
withstood such attempts and helped to define the military experiences of
the soldiers.
J. Matthew Gallman's essay on voluntarism in the organization of
Philadelphia's Great Central Fair and Robin Einhorn's study of Chicago
municipal government during the war investigate the war's impact on
urban institutions - in these cases charity work and government. Gallman
~,
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concluded that war-time experiences in Philadelphia did little to centralize
charity work or to breakdown barriers to the integration of women into that
work. Einhorn found that problems created by the war in Chicago did lead
at least in part to a greater role for local government.
The final two studies, Stuart McConnell's examination of the men
who joined the GAR in three communities and Amy Holmes' study of
American widows and the pension system, looked at long-term effects of
the war on communities. McConnell's analysis of the GAR discovered that
the organization served as a fraternal institution for local elites, yet because
it drew its membership from a broad cross section of the community, it also
helped to minimize the development of class tension in these communities.
Holmes found that the pension system provided an effective old-age pen-
sion and cushioned the damage caused by the death of family members.
While offering useful insights into how war may change society, the
conclusions offered here underscore the problem of such studies relative to
military and political history. Military and political historians usually deal
with problems that present fairly clear cause-effect relationships. With
some reservations, most historians would agree that Civil War military
action brought about a Northern victory and the political preservation of
the Union. The changes the American Civil War produced in American
social institutions, however, are not so obvious and these studies provide
no clearer picture of the war's impact. Seeing the Civil War as critical for
social change is difficult in the face of conclusions such as Gallman con-
cerning voluntarism, that "signs of change seem outweighed by the evi-
dence of persistent localism and gender divisions" (p. 112), or of Einhorn l
that the "Civil War did not 'cause' machine politics in Chicago, though it
sped the developments that did" (p. 138). This is not to suggest that the war
was not decisive, but these studies indicate the need for much more work
before any such conclusion may be made.
Carl Moneyhon
University of Arkansas at Little Rock
Let Us Have Peace: Ulysses S. Grant and The Politics of War and
Recon.'1truction, 1861-1868, by Brooks D. Simpson (The University of
North Carolina Press) 1991. P. 339. Notes. Bibliography. Index.
$34.95 Hardcover.
When Ulysses S. Grant took the oath of office as president in 1869,
most Americans had great expectations for their fonner military hero. They
hoped he could bring to this position the same qualities of leadership that
had successfully propelled him to victory during the Civil War. Yet Grant
assumed this new role with little political experience, and many historians
have asserted that he entered this new phase with few political beliefs.
Historians tend to separate his victorious military career from his failure to
become an effective politician.
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In this book, Brooks D. Simpson argues that it is impossible to sepa-
rate one phase of Grant's life from the other. He believes that during the
war Grant developed an acute understanding of politics, and he used this as
a foundation for his later policy. This study covers the maturation of
Grant's political beliefs, from the early days as a military commander to his
last military position as general-in-chief. The author argues that Grant's
"military operations, and the means used to carry them out, were shaped by
his understanding of political as well as strategic ends" (p. xviii).
To prove his claim that Grant was politically astute, the author has
relied heavily on Grant's attitude toward blacks. In many ways, this book
is as much about the evolution of the government's position on emancipa-
tion as it is about Grant the military leader. Simpson argues that carlyon
Grant recognized that "federal policy toward fugitive slaves was inter-
twined with efforts at reconciliation" (p. 23), and he understood that there
must be a "controlled transition between slavery and freedom" (p. 32).
Grant decided to seek higher office because he was "very concerned lest
the achievements of the war be jeopardized, even lost, by the course of
postwar partisan politics" (p. 245).
Throughout the book Simpson contends that Grant was ahead of his
time in understanding the problems that emancipation would bring, but
concludes, nevertheless, that Grant was willing to allow the "perpetuation
of racial injustice as the price of sectional reconciliation ...." (p. 263).
Simpson offers an intriguing argument, but it still remains difficult to re·
concile the Grant that the author portrays from 1861 until 1868 with the
Grant that many historians depict from 1869 until 1877.
Anne J. Bailey
Georgia Southern University
Lincoln, The South and Slavery: The Political Dimension, by Robert W.
Johannsen. (Louisiana State University Press, Baton Rouge) 1991.
Index. P. 128, $19.95 Hardcover.
Abraham Lincoln continues to fascinate and perplex historians. Now
the biographer of Stephen A. Douglas and, fittingly, the J.G. Randall
Distinguished Professor of History at the University of Illinois, Robert W.
Johannsen, turns his attention to the sixteenth president and his political
ideas about slavery and the South from 1854 until 1861. Johannsen, who
clearly favors the politics and efforts of Douglas in behalf of the Union
during these years, popular sovereignty notwithstanding, discovers that
Lincoln desired the extinction of slavery, contrary to what he claimed, and
promoted a conspiratorial thesis about the South.
Before the Kansas conflict in the mid-1850s, Johannsen argues,
Lincoln followed the Henry Clay middle-of-the-road approach to the slav-
ery questions: "opposition to slavery in principle, toleration of it in prac-
tice, and a vigorous hostility toward the abolition movement." (2 I-22) But
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Douglas's bill, which shattered the old compromise coalition, destroyed
any complacency and brought forth from Lincoln pronouncements about
an inevitable conflict over the survival of slavery. Referring to the institu-
tion as a "black demon;' the future chief executive began to formulate
some ineradicable ideas that would lead to the conclusion that slavery must
be eliminated, for the Union could not survive a schizophrenic labor
ideology.
In order to combat Democratic charges that he intended the "ultimate
destruction" of slavery, Lincoln, according to Johannsen, responded with
the slave conspiracy charge. which offered him a "neat, simplistic, and
emotionally charged stratagem for persuading Republicans of the great gulf
that separated them from Douglas. for convincing the voters that slavery
was a serious threat to free society in the Northern states, and for branding
his opponent as a dangerous and devious plotter bent on subverting the
republic." (R6)
Johannsen, whether he intended it or not, simply proves how sly, tact-
ful, and skillful a politician Lincoln became. By maintaining a "masterly
silence" during the 1860 campaign and not committing himself to a pro-
gram that would continue a debate over the slavery issue, Lincoln did put
the institution on the road to its destruction. Unquestionably, Lincoln vacil-
lated on some a~pects of the slavery question and may not have been a
small "d" democrat in trusting the people's wishes as with Douglas. But he
did understand that the national government had to stand above the issue of
state's rights and perhaps even serve as a moral guide for the nation when
it involved the slavery controversy.
Barry A. Crouch
Gallaudet University
The Union As It Is: Constitutional Unionism and Sectional Compromise,
1787-1861. by Peter B. Knupfer (University of North Carolina Press,
Box 2288, Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27514) 1991. Notes.
Bibliography. Index. P. 281. $29.95.
Before the Civil War, there was something singularly American about
compromise because Americans had so much to compromise about. The
Constitution itself was built on compromises over slavery and federal-state
relations. No compromise, no Union. Constitutional Unionism, or at least
Henry Clay's version of it, called for sectional compromise over slavery as
a mutual sacrifice for the public good, carried out by disinterested gentle-
men in a political culture of deference. For Clay, in Peter Knupfer's words,
the significance of compromise "lay not in its details but in its general
effects" (p. 114). The" 'real' compromise... - the agreement to restrain
sectional passions in the general interest - was abstract and affective, not
concrete and specific" (p. 233, note 9). Clay orchestrated compromises like
this in 1820 and 1833, and tried again in 1850.
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By 1850, however, the politics of conciliation and deference had given
way to a politics of organized mass parties and pluralistic interest groups
who saw compromise as barter, not as sacrifice for the public good. In
Knupfer's view. if Clay pursued compromise as an escape from partisan-
ship, Stephen Douglas pursued it as the product of partisanship. When the
six·foot Clay, ancient and tubercular, could not get the parts of the
Compromise of 1850 passed together as an omnibus package, the sawed-
off Douglas, youngest man in the Senate, took over and got them passed
separately. Four years later, Douglas engineered passage of the Kansas-
Nebraska Act, and all hell broke loose. Did Douglas and pluralism bring on
the war?
When he comes to the 1850s, Knupfer pay!ol closer attention to details
of compromise and legislation. Did details matter more and affection less
in the decade that led to war and the final reckoning over slavery? Did
compromise ultimately miscarry just because of tactical mistakes by
Douglas and the Democrats? Because of fundamental flaws in pluralist
democracy - in contrast to the deferential political culture that had nurtured
decades of compromise? Because of a breaking of the bonds of affection so
necessary for any lasting compromise, whatever its details? Or because
slavery was, at last, beyond compromise? Though his subject suggests
these questions, Knupfer does not come to grips with them.
The book's chief contribution is its discussion of the sources and set-
ting of Constitutional Unionism as practiced by Henry Clay. But its ten-
dency to reduce statesmen to political-science abstractions makes the book
a chore to read.
Patrick S. Brady
Pugel Sound Civil War Round Table
We Need Men: The Union Draft in the Civil lVar, by lames W. Geary
(Northern Illinois University Press, DeKalb) 1991. Illustrated. Index.
Bibliography. Tables. P. 264.
At the beginning of the Civil War more men volunteered for the ser-
vice than could be accommodated. However, as the war dragged on and
casualties mounted, the Federal government was forced to institute a pro-
gram of national conscription. In We Need Men: The Union Draft in the
Civil War, lames Geary traces the creation and evolution of the draft as it
effected the civilian and military population. Unlike the Confederacy,
which used a selective approach to conscription by exempting men in cer-
tain occupations, the North relied on a system of universal liability for cer-
tain age groups.
In early 1862 Congress and federal officials instituted two programs,
the tradition of bounties and the Militia Act of July 17, for the mobilization
of Northern manpower. The Militia Act was a departure from the past prac-
tice of volunteerism and marked the first step toward a program of national
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conscription. Superseding the Militia Act was the hotly contested
Enrollment Act which required "all able-bodied males citizens" ages 20 to
45 to enroll for the draft. Following the Militia Act in August, Edwin
Stanton called for a Militia Draft of 300,000 militia men.
The system became a bureaucratic nightmare headed by Provost
Marshall James B. Fry. For example, the 1863 draft exempted more men
than it drafted. Sixty-five percent of the men examined were exempted for
physical disability or hardship. Fifty-three percent of those held for service
paid a S300 commutation fee, while twenty-nine percent furnished substi-
tutes. Of the original 292,441 names drawn in the draft, only 9,881 became
conscripts.
"A rich man's war and a poor man's fight" and the New York draft
riots arc the two main themes associated with conscription. There were
accusations of class discrimination with regard to the draft because a
draftee could buy his way out. Geary proves, however, that even the work-
ing man could take advantage of commutation and substitution.
Despite problems, the system worked. Through detailed reports made
after the war, experiences of the system provided information used even by
the present Selective Service System. Consulting little-used sources at the
National Archives, Geary has generated a useful volume on one of the
more obscure facets of the Civil War. We Need Men: The Union Draft in
the Civil War is recommended reading.
Blake A. Magner
Westmont, N.J.
The Frontier World of Fort Griffin: The L~fe and Death ofa Western Town,
by Charles Robinson, III (The Arthur H. Clark Company, PO. Box
14707, Spokane, Washington 99214) 1992. Illustrations. Appendix.
Bibliography. Index. P. 236. $27.50 Hardcover.
The author, a South Texas newspaper editor and student of western
history, has put together what is, in essence, an anecdotal history of Fort
Griffin, one of a string of military fortifications running across Texas from
Fort Worth to near the Rio Grande. Established in 1867. Fort Griffin func-
tioned to meet the needs of the U.S. Army as it pursued the last of the
Plains Indians in the years after the Civil War. In the 1870s, as the Native
Americans were driven to the reservations, the fort became a center for
buffalo hunting, hosting the hunters themselves and serving as the initial
collection center for the buffalo hides. Eventually, with the passing of the
great herds of buffalo, Fort Griffin and the town that grew up around it
welcomed large numbers of cowboys and cattlemen accompanying the cat-
tle herds on their annual trek to market. On May 31, 1881, the U.S. Army
stopped using Fort Griffin as a military post, thus removing an important
source of local income. Thereafter, local businesses that had been estab-
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lished to serve the needs of the military personnel either drifted to the
nearby town of Albany or moved out of the area and Fort Griffin soon
disappeared.
Relying on primary as well as secondary materials, the author asserts
that Fort Griffin was every bit as notorious as Dodge City, Tombstone, or
any other of the better known cattle towns in the West. His arguments for
the violence of life in and around Fort Griffin are persuasive, although no
drastic revision of western history appears imminent, and this book, along
with Rister's work on Fort Griffin, gives us a further glimpse of life late in
nineteenth century frontier Texas.
Donald R. Walker
Texas Tech University
The Spanish Frontier in North America, by David J. Weber (Yale
University Press, 92A Yale Station, New Haven, Connecticut 06520)
1992. lllustrations. Maps. Notes. Bibliography. Index. P. 579. $35.00
Hardcover.
Weber has written this decade's definitive study of the "Spanish
Borderlands." Though he eschews that traditional label coined by Herbert
E. Bolton, Weber's history of the Spanish frontier in the present United
States brings this venerable subject into our era. Unlike most earlier
accounts, which highlight either Texas and the West or Louisiana and
Florida, Weber's book treats the Eastern and Western Borderlands with
equal thoroughness and as parts of a whole. The author also departs from
Boltonian tradition by giving serious consideration to the perspective of the
first Americans. Rather than depicting the Indians as "challenges" to be
conquered or converted, Weber shows them responding to the intruders
creatively and according to their own interests. He offers us Native
American societies in their dynamic complexity, not cardboard cut-outs
before which the newcomers acted.
The author touches upon the vast and lightly-explored subject of the
environmental transformation unwittingly initiated by the Europeans. Old-
World diseases ravaged American aborigenes, often radiating through help-
less peoples in advance of the invaders themselves. Acting more slowly but
ultimately with profound impact, animals and plants introduced by the
newcomers reshaped tribal societies; in one obvious example, the horse
precipitated among the Plains Indians a social and economic revolution
still rapidly unfolding when the Anglos arrived in the nineteenth century.
Weber's new look does not alter one aspect of the traditional view -
Spain~s hold on its northern frontier was tenuous. Legislation designed to
prevent abuse of Indians meant that after the 1570s missionaries played a
decisive role in expansion, and they often objected to the presence of
Spanish soldiers. Whether this policy benefited the Native Americans is
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debatable, but this approach l coupled with chronic underlunding, meant
that Spain seldom had sufficient force in its northern marches to repeal the
hard-probing French and British, and especially the acquisitive citizens of
the new American republic.
Yale University Press has produced a large, handsome volume
bristling with useful illustrations and maps, and is astonishingly free of
typographical errors for a modern book. Weber is generous with wide-
ranging and infonnative endnotes. The work also includes an exhaustive
bibliography of primary and secondary sources. The author's treatment of
the struggle between Spanish and Indian cultures is sensitive and even-
handed. This excellent and comprehensive study displays sound scholar-
ship and perspective but still offers classic adventure and good story-
telling.
D.S. Chandler
Miami University (Ohio)
News From Brownsville: Helen Chapman's Letters From The Texas
Military Frontier, 1848-1852, edited by Caleb Coker (Texas State
Historical Association, Sid Richardson Hall 2/306. University Station,
TX 78712) 1992. Bibliography. Index. P. 410. $39.95 Hardcover.
The News from Brownsville: Helen Chapman's Letters from the Texas
Military Frontier, 1848-1852 is a rare historical gem. Editor Caleb Coker, a
Chapman descendent, began with an amazing collection of correspondence
and then did a remarkable, Pulitzer-nominated job of organization and clar-
ification. Readers will be hard-pressed to criticize the work on any level.
The book relates, in their own words, the story of William and Helen
Chapman's sojourn on the southwestern frontier. New Englanders by birth,
the couple arrived in Texas after the Mexican War when he was assigned to
help establish Fort Brown. Thus began "a rich personal chronicle" (p. xi),
Helen Chapman's constant stream of letters to family members back home.
Here she describes, in clarity and detail, local Hispanic society and cus-
toms, the hardships of frontier life, the development of Fort Brown, and the
earliest days of Brownsville.
These writings reveal the remarkable style and mature wisdom of their
author. Chapman is particularly moving in expressing her own fears and
emotions. Her earliest reports to her mother complain of rampant drunken-
ness and the "frolics" of married men, but she reassuringly adds that her
husband is "as kind and attentive as a mother" (p. 71). Before the birth of
daughter Helen, she confides her concerns to General Chapman and
reminds him that "the living should never be sacrificed to the dead" (p.
272). She later realistically tells her mother that "If it [the baby1lives, my
vocation is fixed for some time to come" (p. 274). To son Willie, who
eventually will join his parents, she writes that he cannot come yet because
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of the torturous heat, the lack of schools and churches, and the bad habits
of local children, who "say bad words, and do not behave well" (p. 78).
She advises him to focus on his studies because "people who do not think
can never be useful or comfortable in the world" (p. 78). While such obser-
vations may not be particularly unique, the manner and tone of the writing
brings new immediacy and appeal to the story of woman's life on the
frontier.
The Newsfrom BrOllvnsville is not simply the tale of an anny wife; it is
a narrative of an expanding nation. This work is indispensable to social.
western, and Texas historians. Chapman presents an astonishing first-hand
account of a place and time, while Coker, a graduate of Stanford University
and Duke Law School, provides extensive footnotes and an informative
and concise introduction. The illustrations, maps, and index are more than
adequate, the bibliography intricate. The twelve chronological chapters are
followed by an epilogue and two appendices - one providing extensive
identification of "Military Personnel and Major Figures," the other a col-
lection of newspaper articles about William Chapman and pertinent events.
Both are truly astounding. For true scholars of the period, this is a delicious
and seductive volume.
Vista K. McCroskey
University of Texas at Tyler
E1fego Baca in Life and LeRend. by Larry D. Ball (Texas Western Press,
The University of Texas at EI Paso. El Paso, TX 79968-0633) 1992.
Notes. Bibliography. Index. Black & White Photos. P. 146. $15.00
Paperback.
On a brisk autumn day in October 1884, in the rugged and remote
mountains of western New Mexico Territory at a small village called
Frisco Plaza (present-day Reserve), a nineteen-year-old deputy sheriff
named Elgego Baca fought off as many as forty angry and drunken Texas
cowboys for over thirty-six hours in one of the most famous gunbattles in
the history of the American West. In the years that followed, the one cow-
boy Baca killed in the shootout became four, and the estimated 400 shots
that were exchanged, became 4,000. Baca went on to become a casino
bouncer, sheriff of Socorro County, a lawyer, the owner of a detective
agency, a real estate and mining promoter, publisher of a Spanish-language
newspaper, and an enemy of Pancho Villa. In so doing, Baca rubbed
elbows with some of the more important, and often corrupt, figures in New
Mexico territorial politics. These included Pat F. Garrett. George Curry,
Bronson Cutting, Albert Jennings Fountain, Albert B. Fall, and Thomas
Catron. Baca also claimed, probably falsely. that he once met Billy the Kid
in Albuquerque. When Baca died in August 1945 at the age of eighty. he
was still practicing law and hoping for public office.
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Larry Ball, Professor of History at Arkansas State University and
author of the well-received The United States Marshals ofNew Mexico and
Arizona Territories, 1846-1912, and the recently - published Desert
Lawmen: The High Sheriffs of New Mexico and Arizona, 1846-1912, has
put together the first really good biography of Baca. What the reader will
find in Ball's study of Baca is not the legendary gunman of Walt Disney's
"The Nine Lives of Elfego Baca," but a self-centered politico caught up in
the unforgiving world of New Mexico territorial politics. Eliminating much
of the myth, some of which Baca had cultivated carefully, Ball gives us an
objective and well-documented account of this fascinating and extraordi-
nary figure. The Life and TImes ofElfego Baca is highly recommended.
Jerry Thompson
Laredo State University
The Gentlemen in the White Hats: Dramatic Episodes in the History
of the Texas Rangers, by C,L. Douglas (State House Press, P.O. Box
15247, Austin, TX 78761) 1992. Black & White Photographs. Illustrations.
Index. P. 210. $24.95 Hardcover. $16.95 Paper.
In 1934 journalist C.L. Douglas produced this work on the Texas
Rangers - and he did so in a most readable fashion. He explained the need
of such an organization in frontier Texas during the1820s and 1830s, then
demonstrated Ranger history and traditions through the exploits of revered
and honored captains. He told about the exploits of John Coffee "Jack"
Hays in combating the Mexican army at San Antonio in 1842, John S.
"Rip" Ford in defeating Chief "Iron Jacket" and the Comanches in 1858,
and SuI Ross in mortally dueling with Comanche chief Peta Nocona along
the Pease River in 1858. Douglas next shifted to the post-Civil War era,
relating both interesting and entertaining stories about Captains Leander
"Lee" McNelly, John R. Hughes. and Bill McDonald. And, in the twentieth
century, he was effusive in his admiration of Captains Tom Hickman and
Frank Hamer.
At the time of publication in ]934 The Gentlemen in White Hats
served a useful historical purpose - but not for long. Tn 1935 Walter
Prescott Webb published The Texas Rangers: A Century of Frontier
Defense, which was researched thoroughly and scholarly written. On the
other hand, Douglas has recounted a number of famous Ranger episodes
and incidents in an engaging fashion, but with mistakes both as to facts and
dates. Thus, this reprinted volume is for enjoyment and general knowledge.
Ben Procter
Texas Christian University
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The Texas Rangers: Images and Incidents. by John L. Davis (Institute of
Texas Cultures at San Antonio, 801 South Bowie, PO. Box 1226, San
Antonio, TX 78294) 1992. Index. Map. Bibliography. Illustrations. P.
171. $29.95 Hardcover.
Over the last ten years publishers have become increasingly fascinated
with the Texas Rangers. As a result, a number of books have recorded the
institutional history of the organization as well as accounts and biographies
of individual members. At the same time, Ranger pictures and photographs
have grown in value and importance because of their scarcity. The Institute
of Texan Cultures at San Antonio has fallen prey to such demands, hence
the emergence of The Texas Rangers: Images and Incidents_
This work is an attractive, popular history of the Rangers. John L.
Davis, a free-lance researcher and writer who is a lecturer at The Univer-
sity of Texas at San Antonio and a part-time teacher at San Antonio
College, has produced a readable account of the Rangers and has accompa-
nied his rendition with numerous paintings and black-and-white photos. He
has not attempted to give an indepth study, but rather, as the subtitle indi-
cates, has presented images and tales about the Rangers. This work is,
therefore, not for scholars. But for those who continue to be lured by the
history of the Texas Rangers. Images and Incidents will be both pleasur-
able and enjoyable.
Ben Procter
Texas Christian University
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